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ABSTRACT

Army Special Forces Doctrine and Army Operations Doctrine, by Major
Douglas E. Carroll, USA, 142 pages.

"Ihis study investigates the compatibility of current Army Special Forces
doctrine as enunciated in FM 31-20, February 1990, and the future
Army doctrine of Army Operations as enunciated in FM 100-5, (Final
Draft), 19 January 1993. For testing purposes, compatibility analysis
relies on the complete research form of methodology.

The compatibility test applies not only to the foundations of Army
doctrine and Special. Forces doctrine but also to the four Special Forces
missions and the two primary Army Operations missions. This thesis
accepts as the loundations of Army Operations doctrine the principles of
war, the principles of operations other than war, and the tenets.
Further, this thesis accepts as the foundations of Special Forces doctrine
the principles of war and the Special Operations imperatives. The four '

defense, direct action, and special reconnaissanczt. The two Army
Operations missions are off-cnse and defense. A determined by
methodology and the literature review, the criter'a used to determine
compatibility are that the foundations and missions must bf. consistent
and unified.

This thesis concludes that current Special Forces doctrine and Army
Operations doctrine are compatible. The study additionally
demonstrates that all Special Forces missions contribute to the offense
and defense almost exclusively in the deep operations area.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION 0

The United States Army's expansion of Special Forces began in

the early 1980s. However, because the Army at-large did not feel this

expansion. Special Forces was not a major concern for Army doctrine

writers. The passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Act in 1986 created the

United States Special Operations Command. In turn the Army created

the United States Army Special Operations Command and the United

States Army Special Forces Command, making a significant expansion of *

4,,, &-&.A.o A- £ 1ý,,IL LVAC.....L C J % W IOC, 5 -, Q. .l. "a ̂  s, 5 May i

was written before the passage of the Goldwater-Nichols Act;

consequently, this keystone manual failed to reflect the new emphasis on

Special Forces.

In 1986 there was no direc line of communication between

Special Operation Forces and the constituent corps of the United States

Army. Today, each corps has a Special Operations Coordination

Element, a permanent part of the corps staff. Staffed soal ly by Special

Operations personnel, this cell is the corps commander's *-.'bject matter

expert for all Special Operations.

FM 31-20. Doctrine for Special Forces Operations was published

on 1 February 1990. This manual is based on the 1986 FM 100-5.

Opra.tiofn. The doctrine in FM 100-5 Is known as AirLand Battle.
1



Published doctrine delineated in FM 31-20 is compatible with the

4 doctrine in the 1986 version of FM 100-5.

The Army Is now rewriting FM 100-5. The final draft FM 100-5

is dated 19 January 1993. Is current Special Forces doctiine, as

outlined in FM 31-20 compatible with the future doctrine? The future

doctrine hi the draft FM 100-5 has not been given a name. In order to

differentiate this new doctrine from the 1986 FM 100-5. this study labels

the new doctrine "Army Operations."

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this thesis is to determine whether current

Special Forces doctrine is compatible with the future doctrine of Army

Operations. Since current Special Forces doctrine is compatible with

AirLand Battle doctrine, one of the major tasks of this thesis is to

determine the nature and extent of changes between Army Operations

doctrine and AirLand Battle doctrine.

In the worst case scenario for Army doctrine writers, Army

Operations will change significantly from AirLand Battle doctrine.

Significant alteration may be necessary to reflect the dramatic changes

that have occurred since 1986. If Army Operations does change

significantly from AirLand Battle doctrine, does this require Special

Forces to rewrite their doctrine? If the Army leadership determines that

all that is needed is an update of the new FM 100-5, will the changes

made to AirLand Battle doctrine be significant? Will the new Army

Operations doctrine, with only minor differences from AirLand Battle

doctrine, require Specia- Forces to rewrite their doctrine?

2



Answers to the above questions are of primary importance to the

Special Forces community, Although writers of Special Forces doctrine

will make the final decision on the compatibility of the two doctrines, this

thesis seeks to provide preliminary answers.

Significance of the Study

Why is it important that Special Forces doctrine be compatible

with Army Operations doctrine? The issue of compatibility rests in part

on the role of doctrine itself. Colonel Wallace P. Franz perhaps best

summarized the significance of doctrine when he wrote:

Military doctrine is a guide to action, one objective of
which is to furnish a basis for prompt and harmonious
conduct by the subordinate commanders of a large force in

accordance with the Intentions of the senior commander.
Doctrine develops from principles. Doctrine is also a guide to
the application of principles. . land) helps to span the

difficulty between the understanding of principles and their
application. 1'

Doctrine constitutes a set of accepted and understood standards

on the application of military principles. Doctrine provides for the unity

of thought, speech. and action that is necessary to achieve the unity of

effort essential to all military operations. If two doctrines are not

compatible, unity of action will be more difficult to achieve, and

confusion could easily set in. More importantly, lives could be lost

unnecessarily.

The significance of this thcsls Is clear. Army Operations and

Special Forces doctrine must be compatible. If they are not, Special

Forces doctrine must change, since FM 100-5 provides the keystone

doctrine for the entire Army.

3
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This thesis will examine Special Forces doctrine as embodied in

FM 31-20. Army Operations doctrine as delineated in the final draft of

19 January 1993 will be accepted as the future Army doctrine. Because

of time constraints associated with thesis completion, any changes made

to the 19 January 1993 final draft FM 100-5 will not be considered.

Research Question

Is current Special Forces doctrine compatible with the future

doctrine of Army Operations?

In answering the primary question several secondary questions

will arise. These secondary questions are:

1. Has the Army's keystone doctrine changed significantly from

AirLand Battle doctrine to Army Operations doctrine?

2. Are all of the missions of Special Forces compatible with

Army Operations?

3. If all of the missions of Special Forces are not compatible,

what must be done to correct the problem?

4. Does anything need to be done if Special Forces doctrine is

compatible with Army Operations?

Asgump.ona
The approach to this thesis rests on the following assumptions:

1. Army Operations doctrine when published will not change

significantly from the final draft dated 19 January 1993.

2. US national strategy and the resultant national military

strategy will not change.

4
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3. Special Forces doctrine and its associated missions will not %

change durhig the writing of this thesis.

Much of the material relating to Special Opcrations is classified.

This study wllh address the subject at the unclassified level. Classified

sources will be cited only if key points need to be elaborated.

Delimnitations

1. This thesis will be concerned only with Special Forces

doctrine, not Special Operations Force doctxine. Special Operations

Force doctrine includes Special Forces, Rangers, Civil Affairs,

Psychological Operations. and Special Operations Aviation. These

multiple forces and their relevant doctrine are too broad for this thesis.

2. This thesis will cover only four of the five primary Special * *
Forces rn .ssiotn. These miss!ons are unconven,,•onXj ..11, fo,, e

internal defense, direct action, and special reconnaissance. The fifth

Special Forces mission is counterterrorism. FM 31-20 gives only the

definition of counterterrorism and a very brief discussion of it. Except for

a few paragraphs in the manual, counterterrorism is beyond its scope,

and therefore will not be covered in this thesis.

3. This thesis will not address training doctrine or the specific

tactics, techniques, and procedures employed by Spectal Forces.

4. Information cutoff date for this thesis is 31 January 1993.

Dg-finition of Key Terms

Army Operations. The author's title for the doctrine prescribed

in FM 100-5 (Final Draft) dated 19 January 1993.

5
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Coiiba]tPowr. The effect created by combining the elements of

maneuver. firepower. prote( *ion, and leadership in combat again,-,t the

enemy. 2

C a . Capable of existing together in harmony, 4

consistent. 3

DietActcon. Short-duration strikes and othcr small-scale

offensive actions by Special Forces to seize, destroy, or inflict damage on

a specified target or to destroy. cap ture or rccover designated personnel

or materiel. 4  a

Fojdgn Internal Defense. The participation by civilian and

military agencies of a government in any of the programs taken by

another gove-nnent to free and protect its society from subversion,

lawlessness, and insurgency. The primary Special Forces .nission in this

inter-agcncy activity is to organize, train, advise, and asslst host nation

military and paramilitary forces. 5 5 0

Special Reconnaissance. Reconnaissance and surveillance

conducted to obtain or verify, by visual observation or other collection

mei~ods, information concerning the capabilities, intentions, and

activities of an actual or potential enemy. Special Forces may also use

special reconnaissa ice to .- cure data concerning the metearological,

hydrographic, or geographic characteristics of a particla.nr Artn Sn.pod-i

Leconnaissance includes target acoulsition, area assessment, and post-

strike recorm-aissance. 6

Unconventional Warfa. A broad spectrum of military and

paramilitary operations, normally of long.duratlon, predominantly

conducted by indigenous or surrogate forces which are organized,

6
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trained, equipped, supporteu, and directed in varying degrees by an

external scurce. Unconiventional warfare includes guerrilla warfare and S

other direct offensive, low-'isibility, covert, or clandestine operations, as

well as the indirect acdvideui of subversion, sabotage. intelligence

collection, and evasion mnd escape. 7

This chapter has provided the reader with a background on the

expansion of Special Forces in the last decade and recent United States

Army doctrine. In addition to this general background, this chapter has

establisned the purpose and slgntflcance of this study. Thus the

groundwork has been established for answering the research question. •

* 0

7
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CHAPTER I I 4

LITERATURE REVIEW
S

landwgon

The purpose of this chapter is to review existing literature on

Special Forces and to provide a foundation for this thesis. Since Army

,'perations is new to the Army, no derivative publications exist on it. To

provide a foundation in general literature, this review is divided into four

categories:

1. The theory and strategy of Special Forces operations.

2. History of Special Forces.

3. Army Doctrine. * *
4. Special Forces Doctrine.

Theory and Strategy

This review of the theory and strategy behind Special Forces

doctrine is especially useful as background for chapters three and four of

included in the study of Special Operations Forces. Available literature

rarely treats Special Forces separately. Therefore, unless stated

specifically. any information listed below in refer'nce to Special
S

Operations Forces includes Special Forces.

John M. Collins, noted author of U.S. - Soviet Military Balance

and a Senior Specialist in National Defense at the Library of Congress,
88
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was commissioned by the U.S. Hoase Armed Services Committee to 0
evaluate U.S. competence to conduct Special Operations. The resultant 0

book ýxreen Berets. Seals, and Spetsna. provides an Incisive look into the

United States ability, or lack thereof, to conduct Special Operations vis-

A-vis the Soviet Union. Writing during and Just after the Goldwater-

Nichols Act rf 1986, Mr. Collins discusses many of the problems with US

Special Operations at that time. Among the problems he discusses are

the complexity of US Special Operations and the complacent and

inconsistent support accorded to Special Operations. He further

identifies the wide gap between theoretical and strategic missions

assigned to Special Forces and the resources provided to accomplish

these missions. Mr. Collins concludes that, while problems do exist, the

United States is getting much better.

Ross S. Kelly's book Special Operations and National Purpose is * 0

an exceilent book on the theory and strategy of organizing and employing

Special Operations Forces. Mr. Kelly states that Special Operation

Forc_-,s are established and maintained by nations that have identified a •

requirement to implement a range of specialized military and

paramilitary policy options without being forced to resort to the use of

conventional units. •

He also pointedly describes the strategy behind the use of

Special Forces in nations like the United States with complex interests

and commitments. Mr. Kelly states that these nations use Special 0

Operations units in the guerrilla-counterguerrilla, mobile training team,

and strategic reconnaissance roles as a minimum-escalation option in

politically sensitive situations. Special Operations units are used in 0

9



instances where national interests are threatened but the commitment of

general purpose forces is not warranted. He further states that Special

Operations units are used to support. conventlonaI military operations in

time of war. During peacetime nations use Special Operations units in

circumstances requiring special military skills when declarations of war

are undesirable or when there Is concern that the introduction of

conventional force operations may exacerbate a crisis.1

Mr. Kelly concludes his book with a long standing concern that

has been felt by many mci. bers of the Special Forces community.

Theorists and strategists are quick to recognize the need for Special

Operations Forces but are deficient in thinking through what they want

Special Operations Forces to achieve. He further states that once the

goals have been set, Special Operations Forces must be provided

resources, both materiel and political, to accomplish the mission.

A necessary cmpanion to Mr. Kelly's book is Sam C. Sarkesian's

"The W B he United State" and UnConLveQni-nal CuhiUict§.

Mr. Sarkesian's primary purpose is to analyze the United States political-

military posture and its effectivericss in responding to unconventional

conflicts. His analysis includes an examination of the evolution of United

States policy, the nature and character of unconventional conflicts, and

United States security interests in the Third World. His main focus is on

revolution and counterrevolution because of his belief that these are the

most encompassing and long-range unconventional challenges. Mr.

Sarkesian's basic theme is that the United States political-military

posture and capability to deal with unconventional conflicts are

inadequatet and mostly ineffective. 2

10



The New Battlfl e, is divided into three parts. Part I is a

discussion of the nature ot unconventional conflicts and the challenges

inherent in them for the United States. Part II is a study of thbe United

States response to unconventional conflicts, concluding with an

examination of the essential elements for developing an effective political-

military posture for unconventional wars. Part III discusses the

philosophical and moral basis of a democracy and how these relate to

uncon ýntional warfare.

The New Battlefield is not for general reading. It is, however,

must reading for people serious about United States political-military

policy. It will not be enjoyable reading fo" many people, because, as Mr.

Sarkeslan states in his preface:

This book is not likely to be comforting to government
officials or their critics, to the US military services, to civil
libertarians, or to members of the mass media. Finally, those *
who do not believe in the utility of military force and just war
theorists will find much to criticize here. In brief, the book is
likely to challenge conventional wisdom about the US political
system and its responses to unconventional conflicts.?

Roger Beaumont's Special Operations and Elite Units. 1939-

1 , while a research guide, contains a long introduction which

provides a discussion of various corps d' 6Iite. The introduction, provides

a lead -in to the research bibliography, and is a thought provoking

general analysis of corps d' 61te. His brief discussion of the Special

Forces selection process in many countries is a subject that requires

further study. Mr. Beaumont leaves the reader with an important

assertion which should be considered before employing Special Forces.

]1



This is,

When they win, special units and operations may be
invaluable, whether they gain publicity or not. But when they
visibly fail, the costs are almost always greater politically than
their controllers anticipated--strong medicine and strong side-
effects. The small print on the bottle should be read very
carefully .... 4

Lieutenant Colonel John J. McCuen in his 1966 book The Art o

Counter - Revolutionary War conducts a comprehensive study of

psychological, political, and milltary aspects of counter-revolutionary

warfare. He develops a counter-revolutionary strategy that is

revolutionary strategy and principles in reverse. Accordingly, the phases

of counter-revolutionary warfare as described by him are counter-

organization, counter-terrorism, counter-guerrilla warfare, and counter-

mobile warfare. While this strategy might sound simplistic, its

application is not. To accomplish this strategy, the counter-

revolutionary, as described by Lieutenant Colonel McCuen, must

complete four important tasks.

The first task is to determine the phase of the revolutionary war.

This is not simple, since guerrillas will probably be in different stages in

different parts of the country. Yet, this step is important because the

counter-action must be consonant with the local situation. 5

The second task is to de'relop appropriate tactics to secure

strategic bases against guerrilla infiltration and to prevent or delay the

establishment of guerrilla base areas. The counter-revolutionaries' bases

should be secured before destroying the guerrilla bases. Thus, the

counter-revolutionary should accumulate all available means to defeat

the guerrilla with the understanding that the initial commitment of all

12



available means will save an exponentially larger commitment of forces

later on. 6

The third task is to develop a long term counter-revolutionary

plan. This plan must allow the counter-revolutionary not only to stop

the guerrillas' progress, but to seize the initiative and drive the guerrillas

back through the successive stages of revolutionary war until the

guerrillas have been defeated. 7

The fourth task is to mobilize, organize, and commit the massive

means required to implement the plan over the prolonged period

nf.cessary to win a counter-revolutionary war. These means must be

unified in their application and must not be dissipated by doing too

much with too little. 8

In conclusion, Lieutenant Colonel McCuen stresses the fact that

the sooner the established government acts, the lsser will be the

resources which will have to be committed to defeat the guerrillas.

Winning a revolutionary war takes tremendous dedication, sacrifice.

organization, and time. The government must decide early on if it is

willing to pay this price. Half-measures will only lead to a protracted and

costly defeat. And finally, the counter-revolutionary must engage and

defeat the guerrilla on the revolutionary rather than on the conventional
ln+4 !•o1,-1 15

Modem Guerrilla Wfrfare, edited by Franklin Mark Osanka, is

an arnthology of articles on communist guerrilla movements from 194 1-

1961. Among the communist guerrilla movements covered in this book

are communist China, the Philippine.. Greece, Indochina, Malaysia. and

Cuba. In addition, Modern Guerrilla Warfare contains a number of

13
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articles on the theory, policies, and procedures of guerrilla and

counterguerrilla operations during a twenty-year span. These articles

are benefficial for anyone studying this type of warfare. Lastly, Modern 0

Querrilla warfare concludes with an excellent research bibliography for

books and articles prior to 1961.

EPLart• r.[_Laf, by Dr. Otto Heilbrunn is the best all- 0

encompassing book on guerrilla and counterguerrilla warfare. Published

in 1962, Parsan Tax:[= presents historical examples of guerrilla and

counterguerrilla operations during World War II, as well as operations

from Greece, Cyprus, Malaysia, Kenya, Indochina and Algeria. Dr.

Heilbrunn weaves the writings of Mao Tse-tung and the Viet-minh into

his accounts to develop some general principles at the strategic, 0

operational and tactical levels for guerrilla and counterguerrilla warfare.

Dr. Heilbrunn, in a manner similar to Lieutenant Colonel McCuen,

portrays gueTila and counterguerrilla warfare as the same type of 0

warfare, but exactly opposite in execution.

Dr. Heilbrunn, in trying to form some general principles for

guerrilla warfare, has one overriding concern. This concern is that "...

while some general rules for partisan warfare can be devised, a general

theory for revolutionary movements cannot be developed because,

sometimes at least, each goes its own individual way." 10 But while

concluding this, he goes on to state that the best guide for guerrilla

warfare at the strategic level is Mao Tse-tung.

Mao's method for conducting guerrilla warfare at the strategic

level is to establish correct relationships of command, establish base

areas, coordinate guerrilla warfare with regular warfare, develop mobile
1

14
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warfare, be prepared to conduct strategic offensive and defensive warfare

at the same time. and to conduct offensives in a defensive war, and quick

battles in a protracted war.1 1

Dr. IHexbrunrL also recommends Mao at the tactical level. Dr.

Heilbruian recommends following Mao's ten military principles of guerrilla

tactics. These are: (1) Attack scattered and isolated enemies first, then

attack the strong enemy forces, (2) Take small towns first, then large

towns; (3) The main objective is to destroy the enemy's forces, not to

hold cities; (4) Before every battle, mass absolutely superior forces; (5)

Fight neither unprepared nor unless victory is assured; (6) Fear neither

death nor exhaustion: fight many battles in a short time; (7) Fight the

enemy while he is moving. (8) Take weak cities first, then those with

medium defenses, and then strongly defended cities; (9) Use captured

enemy weapons to arm yourself: (10) Use intervals between Dattles for * .
resting, reorganizing, and training, but do not give the enemy time to

relax. 12

As for counterguerrilla warfare Dr. Heilbrunn has developed
0

twelve principles which are summarized as follows: (1) Fight a short.

war; (2) Attack the enemy's strongest points first; (3) The major

objective is not to annihilate the enemy's fighting strength; (4) Do not
S

""LA.4 JIIi I •r~.# ll Uf.&&lW J ,J4 t LtA J,, •U. ' SFI I A, ] -nJ 11fJL • •v I•II.. qL,,l tQl.Alay ILiltv

chance to encircle you; (6) Keep up the offensive spirit among your

troops; (7) Surprise is a main element of successful anti-guerrilla tactics;

(8) Penetrate the enemy; (9) Isolate the enemy by denying him access to

the population and cutting his supply lines; (10) Have good

communications; (11) Keep your static defenses to a minimum and if

15
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necessary resettle the population; (12) Do not treat the population and

guerrilla prisoners harshly. 13

Sevei-al books have been published over the last ten years that 0

consist of ed!ted papers delivered at conferences whose subjects concern

Special Operations Forces. Two of the more important conferences and

their resultant books are reviewed below. These providc the reader with

the thoughts of many of the commentators who form influential segments

within government, the military, academia, and the business community.

Special Operations in US Strategy is a collection of papers 0

delivered and edited discussion which occurred at a two day symposium

in March 1983. The subject of the symposium was 'The Rolc of Special

Operations in US Strategy for the 1980s." It was jointly sponsored by the 0

National Strategy Information Center, the National Security Studies

Program at Georgetown University and the National Defense University.

The symposium, even though it was conducted ten years ago, 0 *
expressednmany of the same concerns that trouble Special, Cper-at'-•i-s

Forces today. One concern was that the probability of low-intensity

conflicts was increasing every day and that these conflicts would 0

seriously affect United States interests. A second concern was, 'Why, in

the face of such manifest danger, has US national security planning been

inadequate to cope with this special problem?"'14

Some final concerns were that for at least a decade the United

States had under emphasized all aspects for the one level of conflict most

likely to arise during the 1980s. The strategy that would govern a

response to this level of conflict had also been neglected. And finally,
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Special Operations was still outside the mainstream of United States

military force structure and doctrine.1 5  X

With these concerns as background, the conference was .

organized with three specific, although limited purposes. The first was to

identify and discuss the form and scope of special operations and to

consider whether the existing ability to conduct them pei mitted the

United States to respond effectively to conventional crises and limited

war conflicts in the 1980s. The second purpose was to determine

whether there was a sound basis for legitimization in governmental

circie3 and in public attitudes of Special Operations as an element of

United States security strateg,. The final purpose was to enable

government specialists in different sectors of the Special Operations

community (the United States Information Agency, The National Security

Council staff, the CIA, and the various components of the armed services) * *
to exchange ideas with each other and with selected academics and

journalists on the subject of special operations. 16

The book is divided into eight chapters. Each chapter focuses on

a different aspect of Special Operations, and, except for the chapter on

Soviet Special Operations. is as pertinent today as it was in 1983.

Chapter one is on Special Operations and the threats to United States

interebts. Chapter two is on the American moral, iegai, political and

ctltural constraints on Special Operations. Chapters three and four are

on Soviet and United States Special Operations capabilities, respectively.

Chapter five discusses the relationship between intelligence and Special

Operations. Chapter six focuses on economic and security assistance

and their relationship to Special Operations, while chapter seven
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addresses psychological operations. Chapter eight is concerned with

organizational strategy, both civilian and military. and low-intensity

conflict. 0

While this book provides much interesting and thought ,4

provoking discussion about Special Operations, there is one glaring

shortcoming. Conference proceedings provide no recommendations to fix 0

the problems mentioned. While each individual writer provides his

individual answers, there is no consensus from the symposium

members.

Guerrilla Warfare and Counterinsurgency is a compilation of

eci'ted papers delivered at a major conference of leading authorities in

government, academia, the military. Joucnzlism, and research institutes. a

The conference, titled "Protracted Warfare - The Third World Arena: A

Dimension of United States - Soviet Conflict," was a comprehensive study

of guerrilla warfare, insurgency/counterinsurgency and the many B

puulte, psycAlouuogica, ainid nilutary dimensiuns of iow-intensity conflict.

Guerrilla Warfare and Counterinsurgen !, while concentrating

on the United States - Soviet competition in the Third World. is still a

very interesting and thought provoking study. Although the study was

conducted in 1987, before the breakup of the Soviet Union, the United

States perspective is still very much up-to-date.

The book is divided into five sections. The first section concerns

United States and Soviet approaches to Third World conflicts, the broad

objectives each pursues, and the constraints confronting each. Section

two dea!s with the specific doctrines =d strategles the United States and

Soviets have developed to pursue low-intensity conflict. Section three

18
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concerns the force structure, command, control, and communications,

and technologies associated with prolonged warfare. Section four

examines the political and psychological dimensions of low-intensity

conflict. Section five is a series of case studies of Insurgency and

counterinsurgency operations going on in 1987 In which the United

States and the Soviet Union were involved. 17

This book shows that in the United States, low-intensity conflict,

in spite of the experience gained in Vietnam. remains difficult to

comprehend, especially from the m.IFtary perspective. The book states

that, because conventional forces dominated our military doctrine, a

comprehensive doctrine for low-intensity operations did not exist in

1987. Additionally, the United States, from a strategic and tactical

perspective, lacks civilian institutional memory and experience. The

absence of adequate doctrine and capabilities is worsened by frequently * "

ambiguous and contradictory congressional policy. Ambiguous and

contradictory policy makes it difficult for the United States to assist

insurgency and counterinsurgency efforts over the long term. The

insurgency in Nicaragua and counterinsurgency in El Salvador were

examples of this problem in 1987.

The conference developed several specific policy

ec.m�menaUUtion w Lhch atC 1cota IIed Ul thi elfacL. tO uIm buk.U lies

recommendations, while generally beyond the scope of this thesis, are

listed below because Special Forces is involved either directly or

indirectly in each recommendation. These recommenidations were: (1)

The need for better education of key decision makers on the multiple

political-military dimensions of protracted warfare and the 2ostering of
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greater intra-agency coordination; (2) The necessity for a balancing of *
policy obJectives and the necessary resources, including force structures,

psychological operations capabilities, command, control.

communications, and intelligence assets, and the development of

weapons systems for low-intensity conflict; (3) There was a requirement

to establish priorities for future Unitcd States involvement in low-

intensity conflicts: (4) The early identification of emerging threats in key

regions of the Third World was necessary so that countermeasures could
p

be implemented prior to the commitment of significant United States

resources; (5) Strengthening of existing programs so that security,

economic aid, and other kinds of assistance could be provided to allies

well before a revolutionary insurgency became a critical threat to the

stability of a friendly government; (6) If the United Statcs was to

continue to be involved with insurgent and resistance movements, it

would need to develop the mearns to assist them in establishing politiclr-

military structures and strategies that could effectively prosecute a

protracted political-military strategy. In conclusion, Guern1lia Warfare

ijd CounterinsLvrgenc, states that the development of appropriate

doctrinal, strategic, operational, and leadership programs within the

military services and civilian agencies must evolve if policy is to be
S

impiemented. 16

These two books, Special Operations and US Strateg. and

Guerrilla Warfare and Counterinsur=e=•, axe not for general

reading. OrJy someone deeply Interested in Special Operations

and its role in US foreign policy should read these books.

20
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A past (General James J. Lindsay) and current commander

(General Carl W. Stiner) of the United States Special Operations

Command have written several articles on the strategic importance of

Special Operation Forces. General Lindsay's article "Low-Intensity

Conflict Risks Increase," in the May/June Defense 90 states that Special

Operation Forces "may be assigned objectives that lead directly to the

accomplishment of national or theater-level political, economic or

psychological objectives." 19 He further asserts that Special Operations

Forces need to be equipped, trained and organized to achieve the

capability to accomplish these strategic missions. General Lindsay

concludes his article by stating that, with the breakdown of East-West

confrontation, Special Operations Forces are especially well suited to deal

with the rapidly changing world and the accomplishment of our national

strategy objectives.

General Stiner's artcie 'The Strategic Employment of Special

Operations Forces" in the June 1991 Military Review describes the

strategic and operational use of Special Operations Forces and the role of

Special Operations Forces in national strategy. General Stiner states

that in order U support our national strategy. the United States military

must maintain two capabilities. These are the abilLy to counter violent

acts that may threaten the United States or its interests and the ability to

offer nation asistance. General Stiner believes that Special Operations

Forces proved Lheir ability to perform the former in Operations Just

Cause and Desert Shield/Storm. For the latter ability General Stliner

bileves that

In concert with other elements of US strategy, SOF can,
and should, be an effective instrument for achieving US
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objectives around the world. SOF has an essential role to play
in responding to the emerging national security challenges
that will ccnfront the United States into the next century. 20

Numerous students at the Army's School of Advance I Military

Studies (SAMS). the Advanced Operational Fellowship Studies (AOFS),

and in the Master of Military Arts and Science (MMAS) programs have

produced monographs and theses relating to Special Operations Forces.

Several of the more relevant products are reviewed here.

Lieutenant Colonel Richard A. Todd's 1987 AOFS monograph

entitled Special Operations Forces: Expanding the Mid and High Intensity

Battlefield examines the role of Special Operations Forces, and in

particular Special Forces, as a player in the Army's war fighting system

as described in AirLand Battle doctrine. Lieutenant Colonel Todd's

monograph examines the theoretical basis for the integration of Special

Operations Forces into a theater commander's campaign plan. He
• 0

initially establishes a historical basis for this integration, then

investigates the current (1987) Army and joint doctrine for the inclusion

of Special Operations Forces into the theater commander's plan for mid-

and high-intensity combat.

In his examination of literature he determined that only two

useful documents exist on the use of Special Forces. These are FM 100-

5, OQ rjons, (1986), which "lays out the role (for Special Operations

Forces) thoroughly in Chapter 3"21 and U.S. Army Training And Doctrine

Command Pamphlet 55-34, Army Operational Concept for Specia

Operations Forces, which "amplifies the concept "employment of

ARSOF, in all levels of war."22 It is interesting to note that neither the

then current doctrinal manual on Special Forces, FM 31-20. Special
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Forces Operatlons, nor the joint manual for Special Forces, Jcnt Chief of

Staff Publication 20. Joint Unconyent1onal Warfarg, were considered

useful documents. Lieutenant Colonel Todd determines that Special

Forces needs an updated, current manual that is compatible with FM

100-5.

In his conclusion Lieutenant Colonel Todd argues that sufficient

documentation exists for the integration of Special Operations Forces

Into lie theater commander's campaign plamning. He also concludes

that Special Operations Forces must not only be included in campaign

planning but also in war games at corps level and below. Inclusion is

neceksary to insure the complete integration of Special Operations Forces

at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of war, as well as across

the complete spectrum of conflict, low-, mid-, and high-intensity.

Major Steve A. Fondacaro's SAMS monograph titled AirLand
U-a41C _Ar~ , A -1 ------ I C-- - - - - Q

A-FL&eLL LL E jAJI * f% r-lpiaj..~Lujui Ln It LL'-I UIt L^AIA1 £WJU1 jLUUU OpJtLLLLLL

Operations, completed in May 1989, suggests that AirLand Battle

doctrine be used as the interim doctrine for Special Operations Force

employment pending the development of approved doctrine for Special

Operations Forces. Major Fondacaro uses the four AirLand Battle tenets

of agility, depth, initiative, and synchronization and their application or

lack there-of in three historical examples of Special Operations Force

employment to determine if AlrLand Battle doctrine is sultaDle as an

interim doctrine. The three historical examples he uses are the Son Tay

raid (Operation KINGPIN) in 1970, the Iran hostage rescue (Operation

RICE BOWL) in 1980. and the Israeli raid on the Entebbe airport

(Operation THUNDERBOLT) in 1976.
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Major Fondacaro states that the United States Special

Operations Command, established in 1986 by the Goldwater-Nichols Act

as a supporting unified command to which all Special Operations Forces

from all services are assigned, has several problems to confront in

developing doctrine. These problems are as follows: there are few

people, active duty or retired, who can honestly call themselves Special

Operations Force experts; Special Operations is an area that lacks joint

doctrine; and Special Operations is an area in which it has proven most

difficult for the military services and other government agencies to clearly

define. 23

He then proceeds to argue that AirLand Battle meets the cilteria

as both an interim and base doctrine for Joint Special Operations: when

Special Operations units follow the four AirLand Battle tenets, they

succeed. Operation KINGPIN observed the tenets of initiative, agility, and

depth but failed in synchronization. The maneuver operation was not 0

synchronized with the intelligence operation because it was known that

the prisoners were no longer at the POW camp but the raiders were sent

anyway. The operation failed to rescue the prisoners. Operation RICE

BOWL followed only one tenet, Initiative. It was a total failure.

Operation THUNDERBOLT followed all four tenets and was a smashing Si
success.

In his conclusion Major Fondacaro states that AirLand Battle is

not the definitive answer to Special Operations Force doctrine. He

believes that using it as an interim doctrine is much better than having •

no doctrine at all. He also believes that AirLand Battle doctrine should

24
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be used as a guide in doctrinal development because it is joint oriented 0
and forwvard looking.

Major Gordon C. Bonham's 1991 SAMS monograph. Special

Operc~tions Forces: The Combination Tool in the CINC's Operational

Too/lbrac, examines the utility of Special Operations Forces for use by the

Vieater Commander-in-Chief in war and operations short of war, across

the operational continuum. Major Bonham states that in war the

poAltical restraints are minimal; therefore, the Commander-in-Chief can

erploy overwhelming combat power, across time and space to

acco•nplish his goals. In operations short of war, however, the political

rzalrictions are much greater, and his ability to accomplish his goals is

correspondingly decreased.

Major Bonham argues that Special Operations Forces provide

the Commander-in-Chief the ability to accomplish his goals across the * *
ooraioaiContinuum. During wa.Seial Operations Forces exploit

enemy weaknesses and, acting as a combat multiplier for conventional

forces, set conditions for operational success. During operations short of

war, in which the use of conventional forces is constrained by political

restrictions, Special Operations Forces provide the Commander-in-Chief

means to accomplish strategic ends for his theater. Major Bonham

concludes. that as the political influence along the operational continuum

increases, the application of Special Operations Forces increases and the

capability tc uwc conventional forces decreases.

MaJ'vr Gýnin M. Hamed's 1985 MMAS thesis, Army Special

Operations Fortes vcj• AlrLand Battle, is a superb work. Major IIarned's

research h3.'cJoJ-dIs is that the 1984 Army Special Operations Forces
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Operational Concept (TRADOC Pamphlet 525-34. 26 July 1984) is

inconsistent with AirLand Battle doctrine and therefore must be

rewritten to reflect this doctrine. Major Harned conducts an exhaustive

analysis of all factors relating to the Special Operations Forces

operational concept and AJrLand Battle. He concludes that his research

hypothesis is correct, and he advances a revision for the operational

concept to make 't conform to AirLand Battle doctrine.

It is ir&tresting to note that the Special Operations Forces

operational concept was the best Special Operations Forces doctrine

document at that time in relating Special Forces to AirLand Battle. The

then current Special Forces manual was published in 1977 and was

completely inconsistent with AirLand Battle. This is not surprising since S

AirLand Battle doctrine did not exist in the Army until the 1982 FM 100-

5.

While this author agrees with Major Harned's conclusion, there S 0

were many things that were right about the Special Operations Forces

operational concept. The alleviation of inconsistencies within the

operational concept that Major Harned recommends would make the

operational concept compatible with AirLand Battle doctrine.

Many of Major Harned's other findings are also shared by this

author. Tie assei tion that is most pertinent to this thesis is that the

p , -Iay strategic mission for Army SOF should be theater
deep battle ft, support of the theater interdiction campaign.
that Army SOF may also perform deep battle and rear battle
missions in d.irect support of operational level land and air
commanders, and that tactical missions are Inappropriate for
Army SOF except under special circumstances.24

Anyone interested in the status of Special Forces doctrine in 1985 and

anyone interested in how the doctrines of the Army's major functional
26



areas must be compatible with the Army's doctrinal concept must read

Major Harned's MMAS thesis.

ilistory of Special Fcr :

A review of several books on the history of Special Forces is

required to provide the reader some basic knowledge on what has

occurred in Special Forces since its inception in 1952. While the

following review in no way exhausts all that has been written on Special

Forces, it provides the reader with a frame of reference for this thesis.

Any study of the United States Army Special Forces must begin

with Colonel Aaron Bank's book, From OSS to Green Berets. Colonel

Bank is rightfully called the father of Special Forces. From OSS to Green

B is his personal story from duty in World War II as an OSS agent to

turning over command of the 10th Special Forces Group in Bad T61z,

West Germany In 1954. ,

Colonel Bank makes the determined and very important point

that Special Forces should, and must, trace its beginning to the OSS. In

chapter 9, "In the UW Saddle Again", and chapter 10. "Riding High",

Colonel Bank describes the administrative and bureaucratic fight to

establish Special Forces in the U.S. Army. It is interesting and

instructive to hear how he describes determined efforts to bring about &

the birth of Special Forces and how he was able to separate the Ranger

mission from the Special Forces mission. This problem to some extent

continues today.

Colonel Charles M. Simpson III writes an excellent history of

Special Forces in his book Inside the Green Berets. the First Thirty Years.

Colonel Simpson is well qualified to write a history of Special Forces,
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having been a battalion commander, deputy commander of the 5th

Special Forces Group in Vietnam, and commander of the Ist Special

Forces Group. Colonel Simpson traces the evolution of Special Forces

from its strictly unconventional warfare force during the 1950s, through

its cou•.:rinsurgency period during the Vietnam War, to the multiple

mission role of today's Special Forces. Inside the Green Berets, even

though it was wr;tLen before From OS toQreen Beret. makes a superb

two-volume history cf ýS cial Forces. Simpson's final chapter, 'The

Future of Special Forces," ýs a thought provoking conclusion. It provides

an interesting flavor for the ifei. concerns, and hopes of Special Forces in

the early 1980s.

Lieutenant Colonel Ian D. W. Sutherland writes a good history of

Special Forces in Special Forces of the United States Army. 1952/19822.

While this book is not of the caliber of Inside the Green Berets, it makes

interesting reading. The casual reader would, in fact, probably find * *
Special FQrcesf the United States Army easier to read than Simpson's

book because Lieutenant Colonel Sutherland provides much more than a

history of Special Forces. In addition to his chapter on the history of

Special Forces he includes chapters on organization (though somewhat

outdated), selection and training, uniforms and insignia, and equipment.

For anyoune uanrtingd -ageraviw ra.-l o

the United States Army is it,

U.S. Amy Special Warfare. Its Origins by Colonel Alfred H.

Paddock, Jr. is an in-depth history of the origins of Army special warfare

from 1941 to 1952. One of Colonel Paddock's central themes is that,

except for a few strong-willed Army officers, mainly Major General Robert
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A. McClure (who was Colonel Bank's boss), it was the initiative of

influential civilians in urging conservative Army leaders to move into a

new and uncertain field that led to the United States development of a .4

special warfare capability.

Colonel Paddock delineates two major points in his book. The

first is

Contrary to the official lineage of Special Forces,
unconventional warfare, in its strictest definition, did not have
a traceable formal history in the Army. The Office of Strategic
Services, to which the Army contributed personnel in World
War II, was the first American agency devoted to the planning,
direction, and conduct of unconventional warfare, but it was
not a military organization. 2 5

Second, in the face of resistance, both within the Army and from

the Air Force and CIA. Special Forces, nonetheless, became a reality.

However, because psychological warfare had a formal lineage and a

tradition -- and Special Forces had neither -- it was expedient to bring

Special Forces into existence under the control of, and subordinate to,

psychological warfare. 26

U.S. Arr=y Special Warfare. Its Qrigins is not for the general

reader. Only someone who is deeply interestea in the origins of Special

Forces should read this book.

Ni.... ,rou books have beeU w-itten abuu the Speciai Forces

involvement in the Vietnam War. Shelby L. Stanton's Green Berets at

War. U.S. Army Special Forces in Southeast Asia 1956-1975 "represents

the only authoritative and detailed Special Forces battlefield history of

the Vietnam War."2 7 Shelby Stanton served with Special Forces during

the Vietnam War with the 46th Special Forces Company In Lopburi,

Thailand. Mr. Stanton begins his account of Special Forces' involvement

29
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in Asia with the activation of the 14th Specidl Forces Operational

Detachment in 1956 in Hawaii. He describes in detail the activation of

the 1st Special Forces Group at Camp Drake. Japan and the early

commitments in Asia and Southeast Asia. He provides an easily

followed, interesting. and informative progression of events from Laos to

the beginning Vietnam involvement, and to full US participation in the •

Vietnam war. Mr. Stanton, as suggested by the tile, does not limit his

book to the Vietnam War. He covers the entire spectrum of Special

Forces participation, and his book is necessary for any study of Special 5

Forces.

Colonel Francis J. Kelly's book The Green Berets in Vietnam

1961-71 published in 1991, is much more restricted in its history of

Special Forces. Colonel Kelly, The commander of the 5th Special Forces

Group in Vietnam in 1966 and 1967, first wrote the book under the title

U.S. Army Special Forces. 1961-1971 in 1973 as part of the US Army 5

ViieUxarn Studies program. Colonel Keily concentrates his study on the

5th Group's counterinsurgency efforts during the period 1966 to 1969.

He does however, discuss several of the projects of the 5th Group that 5

involved special reconnaissance and special operations/direct action

missions. His explanation of the future of Special Forces, while brief, is

right to the point.

Peter Macdonald's book The Special Forces looks like a

propaganda and recruiting picture book for Special Forces. While Its

large color photographs add to this impression, the book contains a :hort S

synopsis of the history of Special Forces, Vietnam, and the capabilities of

Special Forces at the time of publication. This book is recommended for
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the reader who wants an introduction to Special Forces and desires a

comparison with the elite units of other countries. Leroy Thompson's s

photo-book US Soecial Forces 1941-1987 is a photograph album with no

real purpose except for entertainment. Green Berets: Unconventional

W by Hans Halberstadt, is similar in appearance to Peter 0

Macdonald's but far superior. With focus on the Army Reserve 3rd

Battalion, 12th Special Forces Group. Mr. Halberstadt provides an

interesting personal look at Special Forces. His chapter 6, "After Action

Review: The History of UW." provides a short, accurate history of Special

Forces.

The January 1988 Defense Update includes several articles on

the revitalization of Special Operations Forces. While it deals with all

Special Operations Forces and not just Army Special Forces, it provides

information that shows the important reemergence of special operations * *
in the United States military. The article "Revitalization of Special

Operations" is particularly informative.

Army Doctrine 1

The Army's primary doctrinal manual, Army Field Manual (FM)

100-5. Qpt4ajj', is the basic manual for how the Army fights. It sets

forth the fundamental concepts for all Army doctrine and serves as the

foundation for what is taught in Army service schools. It also guides

training and combat developments throughout the Army. As such it

serves as the Army capstone (or keystone depending on the year)

document on doctrine in the Army. Therefore. past FM 100-5s are

reviewed, from 1976 to the current manual 1986, to provide some

historical perspective. The draft FM 100-5 is reviewed last.
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The 1976 FM 100-5, referred to here as the '76 manual, focuses

only on the tactical level of war (in fact only at division level and below]

and is written to tell the Army how to win the first battle of a war in 5

Central Europe. In describing future battle, It states that the '4

Battle in Central Europe against forces of the Warsaw
Pact is the most demanding mission the US Army could be
assigned. Because the US Army is structured primarily for
that contingency and has large forces deployed in that area,
this manual is designed mainly to deal with the realities of
such operations. 2 8

The manual does, however, state that the principles outlined in it apply a

to other theaters as well.

The '76 manual constantly stresses defense as the preferred

method of combat and is well known for delineating the doctrine of the •

Active Defense. In describing the offense it gives the commander the

impression that he should only go on the offense as the last resort. It

states that the commander must understand the advantages that the s *
defender has and recognize that his initial losses will be very high.

Additionally,

If a commander fighting outnumbered estimates the cost of
success to be high, he should attack only if he expects the
eventual outcome to result in decisively greater enemy losses
than his own, or result in the capture of objectives crucial to the
outcome of the larger battle.2 9

in further emphasizing defense, the '76 manual states,

While it is generally true that the outcome of combat
derives from the results of offensive operations, it may
frequently be nece-sary, even advisable, to defend. Indeed,
the defender enjoys many advantages .... In fact, the
defender has every advantage but one - he does not have the
initiative.30

The '76 manual concerns itself only with the close fight. It does

not mention fighting the enemy outside of the immediate battle area and
32



therefore, the assumption is that the enemy will reach the main defenses

without being seriously weakened In discussing the counterattack, the

main means of regaining the initiatlve In the defense, it states,

Counterattacks should be conducted only when the gains to
be achieved are worth the risks involved in surrendering the
innate advantages of the defender. Because counter-attacking
forces give up most advantages of the defense .... limited
objective attacks snould be the rule rather than the
exception. 3 1

This is no way to regain the initiative, nor is it the way to get into the

enemy's rear.

Finally, the '76 manual does not even mention Special Forces

(the term Speciai Operations Forces was not used during this period).

Since Special Forces are not used in the main battle area and are

generally theater level assets, this is not surprising. One final note.

There is no mention in this manual of either joint or corabined *

operations. While Air-Land battle (not to be confused with AirLand

Battle doctrine) is mentioned, it is only concerned with close air support,

it does not address joint operations as we know them today. a

The 1982 FM 100-5, the '82 manual, is a much different

manual. The first sentence changes the primary mission of the Arm)y.

Where the '76 mainual states the primary mission of the Army was to win

the land battle in Europe, the '82 manual states that the primary mission

of the Army is to deter war. In addition to this major change it also

changes the description of the doctrine. The '76 manual describes FM
I

100-5 as capstone doctrine, while the '82 manual describes FM 100-5 as

keystone doctrine. The more appropriate word is keystone.

While there are many differences between the two manuals,

which will be covered later, there are two major changes between the '76
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and '82 manuals. The first differernce is the irn "usion of the operational

level of war in the '82 manual. The second difference is the emphasis on

the offense.

The '82 manual describes the three levels of war as the strategic, ,¢

operational, and tactical. The strategic level is described as the

employment of the armed forces "to secure the objectives of national •

policy by applying force or the threat of force."3 2

The operational level of war is described as the level of war which

"uses available military resources to attain strategic goals within a

theater of war.... it is the theory of larger unit operations. It also

involves planning and conducting campaigns."133 It further states that

"Campaigns are sustained operations designed to defeat an enemy force •

in a specified space and time with simultaneous and sequential

battles."3 4

The tactical level of war is described as the level in which units * •

use tactics to defeat the enemy. Tactics are defined as "the specific

techniques smaller units use to win battles and engagements which

support operational objectives." 3 5

The levels of war are mutually supporting and overlap, In other

words, the tactical war is won to support operational objectives in the

same manner that the operational war is won to support strategic

objectives. At the same time, strategic objectives must be attainable by

operational-level military means and operational-level objectives must be

attainable by tactical military' means.

The '82 manual stresses offense throughout. On the first page

the '82 manual states that to win the commander must retain the
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initiative and disrupt the enemy's capability to fight by attacking him in

depth with deep attacks, effective firepower, and decisive maneuver. This

is the essence of thte offense. Even in the defense, the offense is stressed,

In describing a successful defense the manual states that the "defense

consists of reactive and offensive elements working together to rob the

enemy of the initiative. It is never purely reactive. The defender resists

and contains the enemy where he mus', but seeks every opportunity to

turn the table3."'3 6 This is a complete r .ge from the '76 manual.

The doctrine delineated in the '82 manual is AirLand Battle

doctrine. In introducing this doctrine the '82 manual states that AlrLand

Battle is an

approach to fighting intended to develop the full potential of
US forces. Operations based on this doctrine are nonlinear
battles which attack enemy forces throughout their depth with
fire and maneuver. They require the coordinated action of all
available military force 3 in pursuit of a single objective. B

Ai- -- A .... mancuv€cr f.ores; cor-•endo-alniutce--
.l*LAA J•AL 61 V %.&A fl J Au l U U.,

and chemical fires; unconventional warfare; active
reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition efforts;
and electronic warfare will be directed against the forward and
rear areas .... The Airland Battle will be dominated by ...
the initiative and, with deep attack and decisive maneuver,
destroy its opponent's abilities to fight and to organize in
depth.3 7

This introduction makes several important points. The first is

the idea that the Army cannot win by itself. it clearly states that all

military forces are needed to win, that the next war will be Joint. TLe

second is the idea of depth. The enemy will be attacked throughout the

entire battlefield, not Just in the main battle area. The third is that

Special Operations Forces are an integral part of the doctrine, like any

other asset available to the commander.
3
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Included in the '82 manual are the principles of war. In fact the

principles of war are the foundations for AirLand Battle doctrine, These
S

principles of war are: the objective, offensive, mass, economy of force,

maneuver, unity of command. secui lty, surprise, and simplicity. These

same principles remain one of the foundations of Army Operations
B

doctrine. These principles will be discussed in chapter four.

Also introduced in the '82 manual are the AirLand Battle tenets.

To be successful on the battlefield, every commander must follow these

tenets. They are initiative, depth. agility, and synchronization. These

tenets were new to our doctrine at the time and even though they have

changed slightly since 1982, they remain a foundation of Army

Operations doctrine. The '82 definitions are included here. The '93

definitions and a description of them are contained in chapter four.

Initiative implies an * .
offensive spirit in the conduct of all operations. The
underlying purpose of every encounter with the enemy is to
seize or to retain independence of action. To do this we must
make decisions and act more quickly than the enemy to
disorganize his forces and to keep him off balance. 3 8

Depth refers to time, distance, and resources. Commanders

have to use the entire depth of the battlefield to strike the enemy and to

prevent him from concentrating his firepower or maneuvering his forces

to a point of his choice. Depth of resources refers to the men, weapon

systems, and materiel that provide the commander with flexibility. The

battle in depth should delay, disrupt, or destroy the enemy's

uncommitted forces and isolate his committed forces so they can be

destroyed.
39
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Agility "requires flexible organizations and quick-minded, flexible 0

leaders who can act faster than the enemy. They must know of critical

events as they occur and act to avoid enemy strengths and attack enemy

vulnerabilities."40

Synchronization "results from an all-prevading (sic) unity of

effort throughout the force. There can be no waste. Every action of every

element must flow from understanding the higher commander's

concept."4 1

Additionally, combat imperatives were introduced in the '82

manual. These imperatives are listed here but the definitions are left out

because they are basically self-explanatory. The seven imperatives are:

insure unity of effort, direct friendly strengths against enemy

weaknesses, designate and sustain the main effort, sustain the fight,

move fast, strike hard, and finish rapidly, use terrain and weather, and ,

protect the force. While this list seems common sense, it would be

expanded in the next FM 100-5.

The '76 manual included areas of the battlefield that

commanders at different levels had to "see" in order to fight their fight.

These areas were called captain's area, colonel's area and general's area.

included the zone of direct fire weapons. The colonel's area was from

zero to fifty kilometers to his front and included the zone of indirect fire

weapons. The general's area was from ze',o to one hundred and fifty

kilometers to his front and included the zone of tactical reinforcement.

The '82 manual changed these zones to areas of influence and areas of

interest. The area of influence is the area in which the commander fights
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the current battle. The area of interest is the area that the commander

monitors so that he is aware of enemy actions that might effect future

operations. Commanders at every level have an area of influence and an

area of interest. The area of influence and area of interest are much

more useful to a commander than is the finite piece of ground described

in the '76 manual.

The '82 manual makes a good basic attempt at battle planning

and coordination. Introduced but not clearly delineated is what is now

known as the battlefield operating systems. Mentioned in this section of

the manual is Special Forces. Special Operations Forces was still not in

use at that time. Special Forces are referred to in their unconventional

warfare role and how they support the conventional, tactical level

commander. The '82 manual states, "'Their greatest value to

commanders of conventional forces is in fighting the deep battle and

forcing the enemy to deploy significant numbers of combat forces to

counter these activities."4 2 While this statement is correct, it does not

clearly address the employi~ient of Special Forces and their total

contribution to winning the land war. It is, however, certainly an

improvement over the '76 manual.

In conclusion, how the Army fights as described in the '82

manual is a vast improvement over the '76 manual. The '76 manual, the

Active Defense, was a doctrine for failure. AirLand Battle is doctrine for

success. For Special Forces, the '82 manual was also an improvement,

but a great amount of work still needed to be done.
I

The 1986 version of FM 100-5. the '86 manual, reaffirmed

AirLand Battle and expanded this doctrine to bring it up-to-date and to
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correct some misunderstandings from the '82 version. The '86 version

builds on the joint nature of the '82 manual and more clearly defines the

operational and tactical levels of war. 4

The Joint nature of this manual Is evident in the first paragraph,

It states,

The overriding mission of US forces is to deter war. The
US Army supports that mission by providing combat ready
units to the unified and specified commands which are
charged with executing the military policies of the United
States and waging war should deterrence fall (emphasis
added) .43

The levels of war are more clearly defined by referring to them by

their level of execution. Military strategy is defined as "the art and

science of employing the armed forces of a nation or alliance to secure

policy objectives by the application or threat of force."'44 Operational art

is "the employment of military forces 'o attain strategic goals in a theater

of war or theater of operatJ.ons through the design, organization, and

conduct of campaign.s %nd major operations."4 5 Tactics is defined as "the

art by which corps and smaller unit commanders translate potential

combat power into victorious battles and engagements.'' 4 6

Engagements, battles, major operations, and campaigns are -also

defined but in essence build on each other, with engagements being the

malle, and c-npalgr- s being the largest. in addition to providing

clearer definitions, the '86 manual is much better at explaining how to

plan and execute operations at each level. One complete chapter is

dedicated for this purpose.

The tenets of AtrLand Battle - initiative, agility, depth, and

synchronization - rz.) ain th1 same but synchronization is better defined.

Synchronization b-ecame "the arrangement of battlefield activities in time,
39
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space and purpose to produce maximum relative combat power at the

decisive point."4 7  0
The number of AirLand Battle imperatives has been increased

and the individual imperatives have been expanded. The ten imperatives 4

are: ensure unity of effort, anticipate events on the battlefield,

concentrate combat power against enemy vulnerabilities, designate, 0

sustain, and shift the main effort, press the fight. move fast. strike hard,

and finish rapidly, use terrain, weather, deception, and operational

security, conserve strength for decisive action, combine arms and sister

services to complement and reinforce, and understand the effects of

battle on soldiers, units, and leaders. These imperatives will not be

defined. •

The '86 manual also changed the name and expanded the

descriptiona of the area of influence introduced in the '82 manual. The

area of influence was changed to the area of operations and is the 0 *
specific area or sector assigned to a unit, not Just the area of the close

battle as in the '82 manual.

The battlefield framework introduced in the '82 manual is also 0

expanded and better explained. The concepts of close, deep. and rear

operations are also better defined. Close operations involve the fight

Cewe the111UN AVuritCCO focUI anF the readiy availble01 tactical reserves

of both combatants. Deep operations are directed against enemy forces

in depth that threaten the success of the mission. Such operations are

conducted to limit the enemy's freedom of action, isolate the close fight, 0

and alter the tempo in favor of friendly forces. Rear operations conserve

40
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the commander's freedom of action and assure uninterrupted support for

the battle. 4 8

Offensive operations are also more clearly defined, with an .,

emphasis on explaining the operational level of war. This area was

missing from the '82 manual. The concepts of the culminating point and

the center of gravity are used when describing operational art in offensive

warfare. Culminating point is a Clausewitzian term which is defined as

the point at which the

force on the offensive expends so much of its strength that it
ceases to hold an advantage over the enemy. At that point the
attacker either halts to avoid operating at a disadvantage or
goes on and risks becoming weaker than the defender. 49

The center of gravity is also a Clausewitzian term which is

defined as the "hub of all power and movement, on which everything

depends."5 0 At the operational level of war, the focus of offensive * .
operations should be directed toward the enemy's center of gravity while

insuring that friendly forces never reach their culminating point.

Defensive operations are also more clearly defined at the

operational level, in the defense the focus of effort should be directed at

making the enemy reach h1is culminating point as quickly as possible,

while At the same time nrntecting one's own center of 9'avitv

Introduced for the first time in the '86 manual are the ioncepts

of high-, mid-, and low-intensity conflict. These terms are not wel liked

in the Army but they retain currency. Because of this, their description

is provided for general understanding. High- and mid-intensity conflict

battlefields are likely to be "chaotic, intense, and highly destructive.

They will probably extend across a wider space of air, land, and sea than

previously experien'ýed.'"5 1 Low-intensity conflict is described as falling
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below the level of high- and mid--intensity operations and will
pit Army forces against irregular or unconventional forces,
enemy special operations forces, and terrorists. LIC poses a KJ
threat to US interests at all times, not Just in periods of active
hostilities. 

5 2

As concerns Special Operations Forces, the '86 manual is again

an improvement over the '82 manual. Special Operations Forces are

introduced early in the manual, page 2. and are discussed throughout

the entire spectrum of conflict and at all levels of war. Special

Operations Forces and all of the Special Operations Force missions are

nxexitioned- as assets to accomplish the mission of winning the conflict.

In particular, Special Operations Forces are listed as a major functional

area when planning and executing at the operational and tactical levels

of war. In this portion of the manual only the mission of unconventional

warfare is discussed in any detail, while the other missions of special

recornaissance and direct action are described but not specifically * *
stated.

In conclusion, the '86 manual is a continuation of the AirLand

Battle doctrine desciibed in the '82 manual. The '86 manual clarifies

some of the confusing areas of the '82 manual and expands on areas that

were weak. The '86 manual also inakes some significant improvements

in describing the abilities and uses of Special Operations Forces. The '86

manual is a superb document that has served the Army well.

The 1993 fInal draft of FM 100-5, the '93 manual, asserts the

need to update Army doctrine in the prologue. It states,

The 1993 doctrine reflects where our thinking has taken
us in a new strategic era. It recognizes that the Cold War has
ended and the nature of the threat. hence the strategy of the
United States as well, has changed. This doctrine reflects the

4
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shift to stronger joint operations prompted by the Goldwater-
Nichols Act of 1986; .... It extends AirLand Battle into a
wider interservice integration, allows for the increasing
incidence of combined operations, and recognizes that Army
forces operate across the spectrum of war and operations ,
other than war.5 3

This need for change is evident throughout the manual. The '93

manual contains two chapters that have not been present in any of the

FM 100-5s reviewed. These chapters are "Force Projection" and

"Operations Other Than War." Also evident is the division of joint and
I

combined arms into two separate chapters. Not only are these two

chapters separated but the discussion of each is expanded and they are

covered in more detail than in previous manuals.
I

Chapter one is much different than the same chapter in the '86

manual. Chapter one describes the challenges facing the Army and how

they have changed, reflecting changes in the world since 1986. Also in

this chapter is the linkage between the United States National Security

Strategy, the National Military Strategy, and the Army's role in them.

The purpose of the Army is also delineated in this chapter. While some

of the words have changed, the purpose has not.

The fundamentals of Army Operations have also changed. This

manual discusses not only war, as have the other FM 100-5s, but also

operations other than war. In describing operations other than war the

'93 manual states,

The US promotes the self-development of nations through the
engagement of US resources and assistance. The military--
particularly the Army--performs important roles in this arena.
The prime focus of the Army is wa-flghting--the use of force--
yet the Army's frequent role in operations other than war is
critical. Use of Army forces in peacetime helps keep the day-
to-day tensions between nations below the threshold of
conflict ....
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Hostile forces, however, may seek to provoke a crisis or
otherwise defeat our purpose by creating a conflict. At the
point where diplomatic influence alone fails to resolve the
conflict, persuasion may be required, and the US could enter a
more intense environment in which it uses the military to
pursue its aims.54

.4-
The '93 manual also describes two types of war, limited and

general. Limited war is described as armed conflict short of a general

war while general war is war between major powers that requires the full

resources of the two sides.

The foundations of Army Operations have remained the same,

the principles of war and the tenets. There has been some change

though in the principles and the tenets. Two of the principles, unity of

commnand and mass, have changed some and there is now a fifth tenet,

versatility. Additionally. the discussion of the tenets also includes their

application to operations other than war. The '93 manual also

introduces the principles of operations other than war. The principles of • .
war, the principles of operations other than war, and the tenets are

discussed in detail in chapter four.

Following the tenets the '93 manual discusses the dynamics of

combat power. The four elements of combat power are: maneuver,

firepower, protection, and leadership. The elements have not changed

but protection has been expanded from the '86 manual. The first two

components, protect the force from enemy maneuver and firepower and

keep soldiers healthy and morale high have not changed. There are two

added components, safety and prevent fratricide, These components are

self-explanatory and will not be discussed. The Important point is that

they have been added, reflecting a sensitivity to recent operations.

44
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New in the '93 manual are the combat functions. These

functions are intelligence, maneuver, firepower, air defense, mobility and (K-

survivability, logistics, and battle command. The combat functions are

very close to the battlefield operating systems first alluded to in the '82

manual. The battlefield operating systems are used throughout the Army

and how they apply to Special Forces is discussed in the review of the '90

Special Forces manual. It is important here that the Army has finally

introduced something very similar to them in its keystone doctrine. The

combat functions are used by the commander to functionally

synchronize the battlefield by integrating and coordinating these

functions.

The '86 manual listed Special Operations Forces as a major

functional area in describing the forces available to the commander.

While this was a major improvement over previous manuals, it did not go

far enough. The '93 manual changes this. While FM 100-5 recognizes

three general types of forces. armored, light, and Special Operations

Forces, it rightfully describes Army Special Operations Forces under the

subtitle "Joint Capabilities and Missions."

This version of FM 100-5. for the first time, correctly describes

the five types of Army Special Operations Force units and correctly

describes the missions of Special Forces. It states, "Army Special

Operations Forces (ARSOF) have five types of units: Special Forces (SF),

rangers, Army special operations aviation, psychological operations, and

civil affairs(CA)."5 5 And Special Forces are "organized, trained, and

equipped to conduct special operations. They have four primary

missions: unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense, direct action,
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and special reconnaissance. Certain special forces units conduct A

counterterrorism as a primary mission."56

The missions of Special Operations Forces are clearly stated and S

are quoted here in some detail to show how "right" the manual is. It

states,

Special operations occur in hostile, denied, or politically •
sensitive areas across the full range of Army operations. In
operations other than war, they may substitute for the
commitment of general-purpose military forces ....

The theater SOF commander normally executes special
operations as part of the theater commander's joint special a
operations effort. Preestablished command arrangements
usually determine how the combatant commander assigns
missions to his SOF. SOF can also provide support to tactical
commanders when their operational areas converge or
coincide.

Special operations during war and in other hostile 0
environments usually occur deep in the enemy's rear or in
other areas void of conventional maneuver forces. They may
also extend into the territory of hostile states adjacent to the
theater. While each special operations action may be tactical
in nature, its effects often contribute directly to theater
opercatoncad or strrategic, bJectives0 ILL supOrt of heUl ee
campaign plan. Special operations may seek either immediate
or long-range effects on the conflict.

Typical missions include interdicting enemy lines of
communication and destroying military and industrial
facilities. SOF detachments may also have missions
associated with intelligence collection, target acquisition,
terminal guidance for strike aircraft and missile systems,
locating weapons of mass destruction, and personnel recovery.
These detachments conduct psychological operations (PSYOP)
to demoralize the enemy and collect information in the
enemy's rear areas. SOF organize, train, equip, and advise
resistance forces in guerrilla warfare, evasion and escape,
subversion, and sabotage. They add depth to the campaign,
forcing the enemy to deploy significant combat forces to
protect its rear area,

Special operations forces are an invaluable tool across the S
spectrum of conflict. In peace and war they work with
indigenous people in regions of conflict on (sic) support of US
national interests. They are also highly capable of unilateral
actions of extreme sensitivity. They can be relied upon for
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quick, decisive action at long range as well as protracted 0
operations in remote regions Gf the world.5 7 IX)

In discussing Army Special Operations Forces the '93 manual

states they are "effective in insurgency and counterinsurgency,

contingency operations, and counterterrorlsm operations. In peacetime,

they participate in foreign internal development efforts, humanitarian

and civic assistance programs, and in demonstrating US presence in

troubled regions." 58 This last quote seems to be in contradiction with the

previous quotes. FM 100-5 should specifically state here that Army

Special Operations Forces can accomplish all of the missions discussed

previously and that they are a valuable asset in war, in operations other

than war, and at all levels of war.

Chapter three discusses force projection. While the '86 manual

discussed contingency operations, force projection is a much larger topic.

Force projection is a necessary requirement for the modern Army while S 0

contingency operations remain a type of operation it must perform.

The planning and executing of operations in the '93 manual is

similar to the '86 manual. Some of the changes are the introduction of p

battle space and the importance of conflict termination as it relates to

planning for the desired end state.

Battle space is the

physical volume determined by the maximum capabilities of a
unit to acquire and engage the enemy. This volume includes
breadth, depth, and height and varies over time, according to
the way in which the commander positions and moves his
assets. A commander's battle space includes the three-
dimensional area in which friendly combat power, regardless
of whether ft is tontrolled by the commander who has defined
the battle space or an adjacent commander .... 59

4
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Battle space does not replace the area of interest as described In the '86

manual. The area of interest is based on enemy capabilities. Battle

space is based on friendly capabilities. S

Under conflict termination FM 100-5 states. 4

Knowing when to end a war and how to preserve the
objectives for which it was fought is a vital component of
campaign design; ....

If the conditions have been properly set and met for
ending the war, the enemy should be both unwilling and
unable to resurrect his resistance. Moreover, the strategic
alms for which we fought should be secured by the leverage
that US and allied forces gained and can maintain. Wars are
fought for political aims. They are only successful when such
aims are achieved and retained. 60

As mentioned earlier, one of the majrr changes in this FM 100-5

is the introduction of operations other than war. Gone are the concepts S

of high, mid, and low intensity conflicts that have been tha targets of

much frustration in the Army. The concepts of war and operations other

than war are much easier to grasp and understand than are high, mid,

and low intensity war. A description of operations other than war was

given earlier but the '93 manual further states here that "Operations

other than war are intrinsic to a combatant commander's peacetime S

theater strategy, an ambassador's country plan, or civil assistance at

home."61 In other words, operations other than war occur all the time,

they occur everyday.

The '93 manual also introduced the principles of operations

other than war. These principles are objective, unity of effort, legitimacy,

perseverance, restraint, and security. Three of these principIl s are also

included in the principles of war. Legitimacy, perseverance, and

4
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restraint are new. As mentioned earlier these prhiciples are discussed in

detail in chapter four. I

The doctrine of the offense and defense missions has changed

little from the '86 manual. The doctrine for retrograde even less so.

While some of the changes are discussed below, it must be understood

that these are not major changes. Since the offense and defense are a

major portion of this thesis, they are discussed in detail in chapter four.

The characteristics of the offense have changed from surprise,

concentration, speed, flexibility, and audacity to surprise, concentration.

tempo, and audacity. Tempo is a better word to describe a characteristic

* .e offense, but why is flexibility dropped?

The phases of the offense have changed to the forms of the

offense. The preparation phase has also changed to the form of

movement to contact. These changes are more a change in semantics I *
bec_•h1use the effects described in the '86 and '93 manuals are the same.

There are even fewer changes In the defense. The characteristics

of the defense have changed from preparation, disruption, concentration.

and flexibility to prepared positions, security, disruption, mass and

concentration, and flexibility. While preparation has changed to

prepared positions, the explanations say the same thing. The changing

of concentration to mass and concentration is a good change. It is

interesting to note that flexibility is retained as a characteristic of the

defense but not the offense.

In conclusion, in some ways the '93 manual has changed

significantly from the '86 manual and in some ways it has changed little.

The '93 manual has done a good job in reflecting the changes in the
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world, in the United States, and the Army and incorporating these

changes into the Army's keystone document. The '93 manual has for the

first time clearly stated the missions of Special Operations Forces and

Special Forces and shown how they contribute to war and operations

other than war. Some work still needs to be done but there has been

much improvement. The '86 manual has served the Army well, the '93

manual should also.

Special Forces Doctrine

Special Forces doctrine will be reviewed in a manner similar to

Army doctrine. The first manual under consideration is the 1974 Special

Forces doctrinal manual. Successive manuals are reviewed in

chronological order to give the reader an idea of Special Forces doctrine

progression. The two current manuals pertaining to Special Forces, FM

31-20, Doctrine for Special Forces Operations, published In 1990, and *

FM 100-25, Doctrine for LAryi. ecdal Onerntinnq Forces, published I.n-.

1991. are reviewed last.

FM 31-2 1, Special Forces Operations US m•m.ay DoctLdn_,

published in 1974, explains in its first paragraph that it "provides

doctrinal guidance to commanders and staffs responsible for the training

and employment of US Army Special Forces." 6 2 This statement has one

ma] or problem.At the time, the main focus of the Army was at division

level and below, the tactical level of war. Also dulling this time. Special

Forces was considered a strategic asset. Thus, the manual was not

written for use by corps commanders and below, and was therefore, not

for general reading throughout the Army. In addition, FM 31-21 had a

classified supplement which magnified the problems of a lack of wide
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distribution and general reading throughout the Army. This problem

became even greater when the reader realizes that. because of the level of

employment, Special Forces doctrine was not taught at the standard

Army schools. The classification mistake would be compounded in the

next manual.

Only two of the current primary Special Forces missions are

described in the '74 manual, unconventional warfare and foreign internal

defense, then called Internal Defense and Development. Unconventional

warfare is dealt with in sufficient detadi. Internal Defense and

Development is glossed over and is not clearly understandable. Direct

action is talked about but only irn the context of supporting the

unconventional warfare mission.

The 1974 Special Forces manual served neither the Special

Forces community nor the Army. When a revision of FM 100-5 occurred

in 1976, the Special Forces manual was undated in 1977.

The 1977 Special Forces manual's number and title are different

from the '74 manual. The new number is FM 31-20, and the title is

Special Forces Operations. More importantly, this is a classified manual.

"The implications of this are discussed below.

FM 31-20. the '77 manual. "provides basic concepts of doctrine

for US Army Special Forces employment in unconventional wartare,

special operations, and foreign internal defense while operating in a high

threat environment,"63 This statement, while consistent with '76 FM

100-5's focus on Central Europe as a high threat area, is contradictory in

itself. Most of the Special Forces missions mentioned, with possibly the
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exception of special operations, are very difficult If not impossible to

conduct in a high threat environment.

Unconventional warfare is better defined than in the '74 manual. 0

It is defined as operations, which include, but are not limited to, guerrilla

warfare, evasion and escape, subversion, and sabotage, all of which are

conducted during periods of peace and war in hostile or politically 0

sensitive territory. Like the '74 manual, the '77 manual does a very good

job in describing unconventional warfare.

Special Operations are described as "sensitive actions of a 0

specified nature initiated in the face of an emergency or strategic

contingency." 6 4 This rnritsion is described in some detail but is a large

part of the classified pqrtion. 0

Foreign internal defense is described as the. "Participation by

civilian and military agencies of a government in any of the action

programs taken by another government to free and protect its society a

from subversion, lawlessness, and insurgency. "65 This definition of

foreign internal defense is very general and could be misinterpreted very

easily. A better job could have been done in describing the foreign

internal defense mission as it pertains to Special Forces.

The 77 manual is basically a good document. it is much better

at describing the Special Forces missions and in attempting (but not

successfully) to relate the Special Forces mission to the Army doctrine of

the tUne.

The '77 manual replaced four manuals. This was an attempt to

consolidate all of the Special Forces doctrine in one manual. In doing

this the writers had to classify the manual. This only worsened Army-
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wide distribution and knowledge dissemination, a trend started In the '74 0
manual. A review of this manual suggests two things which defy logic.

First, much of the n'anual is unclassified and therefore should have been

available for Army wide distribution. Second, much of what was

classified did not appear to warrant the classification. This "over

classification" complIcated issues of general distribution and access that

began with the '74 manual. Classification restricted the ability of any

soldier wanting to find out how Special Forces operates to read about it.

"IT7is was the last manual on Special Forces operations prior to

the current manual published in 1990. Therefore, from at least 1974,

Special Forces operational doctrine had been out of the main stream of

Army doctrine, distribution, and knowledge. This shortcoming would be

corrected with the publication of the 1990 FM 31-20.

The current Special Forces doctrinal manual is FM 31-20, * *
Doctrine for Special Forces Operations. This manual varies greatly with

the 1977 manual. Two of the most Important differences are stated in

the preface. The first and most obvious is that it is unclassified. It is

unclassified to "ensure its Armywide dissemination and the integration of

SF into the Army's systems."6 6 The implications of this are immense.

For the first time since 1977 the basic doctrine for Special Forces was

readily available to every commander and soldier in the Army, thereby

easing access for the integration of Special Forces throughout the Army.

The second important difference is the direct link between doctrinal

principles found in FM 31-20 and those found in FMs 100-5 and 100-20.

This manual is the first since at least 1974 directly linking Special Forces

doctrine to the Army as a whole.
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The purpose of FM 31 --20 is clearly stated in the preface. It

describes the "roles, missions, capabilities, organization, command and

control, employment, and support across the operational continuum and B

at all levels of war."6 7 FM 31-20 also provides the foundation for

subordinate Special Forces dectrine and is to be used by commanders

and trainers at all levels to plan and conduct training. 5

Chapter one. "Overview of Special Forces Ope-ations," provides

the foundation for the doctrine explained in the manual. It states that

Special Forces operations are an integral part of the broader category of 5

Special Operations. Chapter one: provides an overview of the strategic

environment; defines and describes the nature of Special Operations: and

discusses the principles governing the design and execution of Special •

Operations. Chapter one also defines and discusses Special Forces roles

in peace, conflict, and war.

This overview of Special Forces operations had not appeared in •

either the '74 manual or the '77 manual. Knowledge of how Special

Forces operations fits into the Army is vital to understanding and

appreciating the basis for, and the foundation of, Special Forces doctrine.

The overview is the most important aspect of the '90 manual and is

therefore reviewed in some detail below.

According to FM 31-20, the strategic environment dictates that

the United States military forces must think in terms of conducting

military operations across the operational continuum. The operational
I

continuum comprises three conditions: peace, conflict, and war.

Peace is the "nonmilitary competition between states and other

organized parties."68 During peacetime, the military element of national
5
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power supports the other three elements of national power, diplomatic.

economic, and informational, by preventing and deterring conflict and S

xvar.

Conflict is defined as a "politico-military struggle short of

conventional armed hostility between states or other organized

parties."6 9 Conflicts are often protracted and are generally confined to a

specific region, but they may have global implications. During conflicts

military power is often used indirectly but may be used directly in short

duration contingency operations with limited objectives. Conventional

and Special Operations Forces can be used for these operations. Low

intensity conflict is described here as a United States perspective of a

conflict. FM 31-20 states. '"The term suggests that the same conflict does

not directly threaten US vital national interests. Another party to the

conflict may consider it a struggle for national survival. From the US • *
perspective, LIC includes the active support of parties to a conflict."'70

War, whether "declared or undeclared, is defined as

conventional, unconventional, or nuclear armed action between states or S

organized parties."71 War may include all or part of the actions used in a

conflict. It may also be general, involving all of the resources of nations

fighting for national survival, or more commonly, limited, with restraints 0

on objectives and resources. The same war may be limited for one side

but general for the other side.

Special Operations Forces are "those forces specifically

organized, trained, and equipped to conduct SO activities or provide

direct support to other SOF."72 Special Operations are further defined as

actions conducted by Special Operations Forces and "paramilitary forces S
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to achieve military, political, economic, or psychological objectives by

nonconventional means in hostile, denifed, or politically sensitive

areas."73 Special Operations usually difter from conventional operations, 0

operations conducted by general purpose forces, "in their degree of risk,

oper itional techniques, mode of employment, independence from friendly

support. and dependence upon operational intelligence and indigenous 0

assets."74

FM 31-20 then discusses the principles of war as they apply to

Special Operations Forces. The principles of war are also a foundation •

for Special Operations Forces doctrine but because of the nature of

Special Operations, they must be applied differently. The application of

the principles of war is discussed in chapter four. 0

Similar to the '82 and '86 FM 100-5s, FM 31-20 contains Special

Operations imperatives which prescribe operational requirements and

also form a foundation for Special Operations Force doctrine. The . O

imperatives are only listed here as they are discussed fully in chapter

four. The Special Operations imperatives are: recognize political

implications, facilitate Interagency activities, engage the threat a

discriminately, consider long-term effects, ensure legitimacy and

credibility of Special Operations, anticipate and control psychological

elffeb-t, apply capaUbiiuieb indirecuty, develop muiupie opuons, ensure 0

long-term sustainment, provide sufficient intelligence, and balance

security and synchronization.

The Army uses the seven battlefield operating systems to analyze

and integrate its activities in units at corps level and below. Special

Forces also explains their functions in the terms of the battlefield
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operating systems so they are understandable to the conventional Army.

Special Forces units, however, usually focus on functions performed by

joint and combined forces at echelons above corps in a theater of

operations. Because of this Special Forces must apply the battlefield

operating systems differently. s

Special Forces use the intelligence battlefield operating system in

ways similar to conventional forces. However, unique demands are

placed on the Special Forces intelligence system because Special Forces

commanders generally require theater and national level intelligence

systems to perform their mission. The Special Forces intelligence system

must also be able to provide near-real-time strategic intelligence down to

the lowest tactical level.

The Special Forces maneuver battlefield operating system

includes the operational detachments and their indigenous combat * *
forces, when applicable. Army, Navy, and Air Force transportation assets

provide Special Forces teams the mobility to infiltrate and exfiltrate into

their operational areas. Once employed, the battalion and group p

commander direct and synchronize the activities of the independent

teams. Employed teams use either their own mobility or indigenous

•.VAA• .•.ALU.••L L-'.I *A WfA4rJ. LL.V• WILUAAILI l.AILAtL 'Jj L1 OLI.JLIW• CUL•(•.

The fire support battlefield operating system is somewhat

different for Special Forces. The primary fire support system for Special

Forces is the terminal guidance capabilities of the operational

detachments. Operational detachments do not have organic fire support

and are generally beyond the range of field artillery and close air support.

Special Forces commanders must coordinate fire support at a much m
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higher level than does the conventional commander. When working with

indigenous combat forces, the Special Forces comi. tander may have

organic fire support assets. In addition, the Special Forces commander S

may receive dedicated fire support assets for certain foreign Internal 4

defense and direct action missions.

All Special Forces operations have psychological implications.

Therefore psychological operations are considered a major subsystem of

the fire support battlefield operating system. Special Forces commanders

routinely employ psychological operations against hostile, neutral, and •

friendly target audiences. The Special Forces psychological operations

subsystem includes the planners and coordinators in the psychological

operations staff elements, the producers and disseminators in attached 0

and supporting psychological operations units, and all operational

detachment members.75

The fourth battlefield operating system is air defense. Special S *
Forces units employ passive air defense measures to protect themselves,

since they have no organic air defense assets. Special Forces units rely

on theater air defense systems to provide active protection for their a

bases.

The fifth battlefield operating system of mobility/

countermobility/survivabihity is similar to the air defense battlefield

operating system. Special Forces units must rely on outside assets to

perform this battlefield operating system. When operational detachments

work with an indigenous force, they must employ this battlefield a

operating system and the air defense battlefield operating system in a
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manner similar to conventional forces if the indigenous force has these

capabilities.

The last two battlefield operating systems are combat service 4

support and command and control. The Special Forces systems for

combat service support and command and control perform the same

functions as they do for conventional forces. One subsystem of the

combat service support battlefield operating system that is of greater

importance in Special Forces operations is civil-military operations.

Civil-milltary operations influence every aspect of unconventional warfare

and foreign internal defense missions. The civil-military operations

subsystem is not treated differently between conventional military and

Special Forces operations; the difference lies in influence and

importance.

After the explanation of Special Operations in general, FM 31-20

discusses Special Forces in particular. Special Forces is described as a

component of Army Special Operations Forces which "plans, conducts,

and supports Special Operations in all operational environments in

peace, conflict, and war.'"7 6 Special Forces operations are almost always

Joint, incorporating at least one other Unitcd States military service; they

ae Mqny times cmrnhLnead urith the nrtlilnatinn nf qt least one other

country; and/or involve another agency of the United States government.

In addition, Special Forces may support or be supported by general

purpose forces. The role of Special Forces depends on the environment

and the level of activity. 7 7

Special Forces roles in peace, conflict, and war are covered next.

In peacetime, Special Forces retains both a preventive and a deterrent
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role. In a preventive role, Special Forces participate in foreign internal

defense and development efforts along with other programs to improve

conditions in friendly countries. In a deterrent role, Special Forces 5

maintain capabilities that help convince hostile powers to respect United

States interests and to refrain from acts of aggression and coercion.

Many Special Forces training missions conducted in peacetime have "real

world" significance. They provide a presence, demonstrate a

commitment, and/or contribute to collective security.7 8

In conflict, Special Forces provide the National Command

Authority with options for the discriminate use of force which can

preclude or limit the need to use conventional combat forces. The low

visibility of Special Forces operations also helps the United States and its

allies in maintaining diplomatic flexibility. Additionally, Special Forces

operations allow friendly, neutral, and hostile powers to accept the

outcome of an operaton because they avoid the prubliictY "f t--eh more

obvious use of conventional military forces. 7 9

During conflicts, Special Forces may conduct foreign internal

defense missions to support a friendly government against an

insurgency. Special Forces may also conduct unconventional warfare

missions to support an insurgency or other armed resistance

organization that wants to overthrow a foreign power that is hostile to

United States interests. In the latter case, indirect support from a

friendly territory is the norm. Special Forces may also conduct direct

action and special reconnaissance missions in support of contingency 5

operations during a conflict.
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In war Special Forces can "perform its missions at the strategic,

operational, or tactical level to influence deep. close, or rear operations.

However, the primary role of SF is to conduct and support deep .4

operations beyond the forward limits of conventional military forces."8 0

At the strategic level Special Forces missions focus on the long-

term capacity of the hostile power. This strategic role has two aspects.

One is to pursue national strategic objectives, and the other is to pursue

theater strategic military objectives.

In contributing to the national strategic objectives Special Forces

may conduct any or all of their missions. Special Forces may be used in

denied ter-itoriea to

e Collect and report information of national strategic
importance.
* Develop and support insurgencies in the hostile power's
strategic rear.
"* Dsirint thie Penonmy.
"* Protect friendly strategic LOC(s) threatened by hostile
regimes in the theater's strategic rear.
* Accomplish other missions with decisive strategic
implications but with no near-term effect on conventional
military operations, 8 1

In pursuit of theater strategic military objectives the unified

commander may employ Special Forces to perform special reconnais-

~~ ~ LUALL GL1..4VALAL,0.

Special Forces may also be used to delay, disrupt, or harass the enemy's

strategic second-echelon forces to alter the momentum and tempo of

enemy operations, and to prevent the enemy from conducting continuous

theater strategic operations. Special Forces may also conduct strategic

economy of force missions in a secondary theater,8 2
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At the operational level Special Forces conducts deep operations

that have a "near-term effect on current theater operations.' 83 Deep 0
operations conducted against enemy operational follow-on forces

disrupts their combined arms operations and break their momentum. 4

thereby creating opportunities for decisive friendly action in the close

opei-ation. At the operational level Special Forces can also:

* Collect and report military information of operational
significance.
"* Screen an operational land force commander's open flank.
"* Attack or secure (for limited periods) critical facilides of
operational significance.
SDivert hostile forces from the main effort. 84

At the tactical level Special Forces supports, and is supported

by, conventional for nes when their operational areas converge. These

operational areas conrverge generally in the area of deep operations but

may converge in rear and close areas.

Special Forces can conduct rear area operations to support&AýC-rrit• fo --- ec
securit forces, .epcF . aly when operatIng 'in liberated or occupico

territory. Special Forces can also support rear area operations by

providing advisory assistance to host nation security forces in a foreign

internal defense mission.

Special Forces are generally unsuitable for fluid close operations

because such operations rely on detailed planning and preparation.

However, Special Forces may conduct direct action or special

reconnaissance missions in support of close operations if the target has

strategic or operational significance.

Once hostilities end Special Forces can play an important role in

post-hostility operations. Special Forces operational detachments can

perform security assistance and foreign internal defense missions to
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facilitate the redeployment of conventional forces. These missions also

increase the military capabilities of the nations they are supporting. 0

The role of Special Forces in peace, conflict, and war completes .

chapter one of the manual. Numerous chapters of FM 31-20, while

important for Special Forces, are not pertinent to this thesis. Chapters •

two, four through eight, and thirteen through sixteen, whose titles are:

* Threats to Special Forces Operations.
* Special Forces Organizations and Functions.
* Command and Control of Special Forces Operations. 0
• Operational Bases.
* Special Forces Mission Planning and Preparation.
* Infiltration and Exflltration.
* Intelligence and Electronic Warfare
* Combat Service Support of Special Forces Operations. 0
* Psychological Operations in Support of Special Forces

Operations.
• Civil Affairs Support to Special Forces.

fit into this category. Chapter three, "Special Forces Missions" provides a
* 0

general description of each Special Forces mission. Chapters nine

through twelve go into greater detail on each of the four missions

appropriate to this thesis. The remainder of the current review will

briefly describe each mission as delineated in chapters three and nine

through twelve for that specific mission.

Unconventional warfare is the most challenging of the four

Missions, t is a "broad spectrum of muilitay and pa.a...liLary

operations, normally of long duration, predominantly conducted by

indigenous or surTogate forces who are organized, trained, equipped,

supported, and directed in varying degrees by an external source.,,8 5

Unconventional warfare is the military and paramilitary side of

an insurgency or armed resistance movement in a prolonged politico-

military activity. Unconventional warfare Includes four Interrelated
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activities: guerrilla warfare, evasion and escape, subversion, and

sabotage. Guerrilla warfare is "military and paramilitary operations

conducted by irregular, predominately indigenous forces in enemy-held n

or hostile territory. It is the overt military aspect of an insurgency or

other armed resistance movement."86 Evasion and escape assists

military and other selected personnel to move from a sensitive, hostile, of 9

enemy held area to an area that is under friendly control. 8 7

Subversion is "an activity designed to undermine the military.

economic, psychological, or political strength of a nation."8 8 Every 0

element of the resistance contributes to subversion. However, the

underground performs most of the subversive activity because of its

clandestine nature. •

Sabotage is "an activity designed to injure or obstruct the

national cefense of a country by willfully damaging or destroying any

national defense or war materiel, premises, or utilities, to include human

and natural resources."8 9 Sabotage uses minimum manpower and

materiel resources to selectively neutralize, disrupt, or destroy the

enemies capabilities.

Next the discussion turns to foreign internal defense. Special

Forces' primary mission in foreign internal defense is to organize, train,

a-!vise, and assist host nation military and paramilitary forces. Foreign

internal defense is not exclusively a Special Forces mission. Foreign

internal defense involves the "participation by civilian and military

agencies of a government in any of the action programs taken by another

government to free and protect its society from subversion, lawlessness,

and insurgency."90 Special Forces missions In fori.'ign internal defense
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are only a portion of the overall mission. Foreign internal defense may be

conducted during peace, conflict, or war.

The intent of foreign internal defense missions is to improve the

tactical and technical performance of the host nation forces so they can

defeat an insurgency without conventional United States military

involvement. Many of the capabilities Special Forces use in an

unconventional warfare mission are used in a foreign internal defense

mission, only the operational environment is different. Special Forces

foreign internal defense missions fall into seven categories. These are:

training assistance, advisory assistance, intelligence operations.

psychological operations, civil-military operations. populace and

resources control, and tactical operations.

The other two Special Forces missions of direct action and

special reconnaissance are different from unconventional warfare and

application of military force through a non-United States power. Direct

action and special reconnaissance are normally unilateral (done just by

United States forces) and limited in scope and duration. Direct action

and special reconnaissance are similar operations except for actions

conducted in the target area.

Direct action missions are "combat operations conducted beyond

the range of tactical weapons systems or the area of influence of

conventional military forces."9 1 Special Forces teams can use direct

assaults, raids, ambushes, sniping, or subtle forms of attack such as

clandestine sabotage in direct action missions. They can also emplace

mines or other munitions as well as provide terminal guidance for
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precision guided munitions. The purpose of direct action operations is to

attack critical targets or target systems, to interdict critical lines of

communications, or to capture, rescue or recover designated personnel a

or materiel.

Special reconnaissance missions include a "broad range of

intelligence collection activities, to include reconnaissance, surveillance,

and target acquisition.",9 2 Special reconnaissance operations are

normally conducted beyond the range of tactical collection systems and

occur in peace, conflict, or war at the strategic, operational, and tactical

levels.

There are two broad categories of special reconnaissance

operations: battlefield reconnaissance and surveillance, and clandestine

collection. Battlefield reconnaissance and surveillance "involves the use

of standard patrolling tactics and techniques.... (They) are often for

extended durations beyond or in the absence of conventional fire support 0 0

or subtainment means."9O Clandestine collection is sensitive and

complex and uses "the signal intelligence and human intelligence

techniques normally reserved to the US intelligence community."9 4  •

FM 31-20 includes target ac:quisition, area assessment, and post

strike reconnaissance as part of the special reconnaissance mission.

However, none of these are discussed or listed in a broad category as 9

described in the preceding paragraph.

In conclusion, FM 31-20 is a tremendous improvement over all

previous manuals of Special Forces. It clearly lays out the missions of 0

Special Forces, its role in the Army and as a source for the National

Command Authority, and how Special Forces support operations across
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the operational continuum at all levels of war. For the first time since 4
1974. FM 31-20 provides all of this information in one unclassified

manual. Moreover. FM 31-20 clearly supports the 1986 FM 100-5.

Compatibility with the future FM 100-5 will be determined in chapter

four.

One last review concludes the survey of Special Forces doctrine.

FM 100-25. Doctrine for -my Special Operations Forces, includes

Special Forces.

FM 100-25, published in December 1991, is the first of its kind.

It draws together the doctrine of all the Army's Special Operations Forces

in one manual. Unlike other manuals, it has no predecessors.

FM 100-25 is very similar to FM 31-20. In many cases they are

identical. The roles of Special Operations Forces in war, at all the levels

of war, in conflict, and peace, here called peacetime competition, are the • 0

same in the two manuals. The missions of Special Operations Forces as

described in this manual are similar to FM 31-20. In short, the doctrine

in the two manuals is the same.

However, there are two features unrelated to doctrine that reveal

a step forward. Several changes in the organization of Special Forces

occurred after the publication of FM 31-20, and these changes appear in
pus If%-25. V,, other f ature is RFM 1 00-25 provides historical examples

so the reader can relate the doctrine to past events. This change might

seem unimportant but it allows the reader to comprehend the doctrine

more easily.
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!Conclusiona! S

This chapter has reviewed the available literature necessary for

an understanding of this thesis. It has included the theory and strategy

of Special Forces doctrine, a history of Special Forces, Army doctrine,

and Special Forces doctrine. The Intention has been to afford the reader

a knowledge base appropriate to the substantive portion of the thesis.

The stage is now set to develop the methodology upon which the analysis

is based.

* 0
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CHAPTER I I I

RESEARCH DESIGN/METHODOLOGY

S ~~uc~on

The purpose of this chapter is to establish the type of research,
p

the research methodology, the steps in the research, and the criteria for

analysis of the evidence relevant to the research question.

T•_e of Research

Tyrus Hillway in Introduction to Research describes three types

of research: fact-11nding, critical interpretation, and complete research.

Complete research is used in this thesis and I 0

aims at solving problems and stating generalizations after a
thorough search for the pertinent facts, an analysis and logical
classification of all the evidence found, and the development of
a reasonable pattern of support for the conclusion reached.,

Complete research consists of five elements. The first element is

the consideration that there must be a problem to be solved. For this

thesis the problem is the research question. The second element is that

there must be evidence. The evidence for this thesis is provided in the

books, articles, and manuals reviewed in chapter two. The third element

is a careful analysis of the evidence according to which the evidence is

arranged in a logical pattern and tested in refei ence to the problem. The

fourth is the arranging of the evidence into arguments leading to a

solution to the problem. Chapter four addresses the third and fourth
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elements. The fifth and final element, the answer to the research

question, appears in the final chapter of the thesis.

Methodology is the systematic approach by which a researcher

moves from the initial identification of a question to its final conclusion.

The methodology used in this thesis is that of qualitative research with

an emphasis on comparison. Qualitative research is appropriate to

subjects which do not readily lend themselves to empirical or

quantitative analysis. It is a methodology by which the researcher

coUects, analyzes, and synthesizes evidence to refine the problem. to

determine relationships. to establish context, to attain perspective, to

exclude extraneous data, and to arrive at conclusions in support of a

logical argument. Since this study focuses on the compatibility of

doctrine, the stress will fall on comparative analysis. *
Anailvyls. tn determine the compatibiLity of Special Forces

doctrine and Army Operations doctrine as delineated in FM 31-20 and

the draft FM 100-5 consists of five steps. The first. step is to determine

the compatibility of the foundations for each of the doctrines. The

foundations of Special Forces doctrine are the principles of war and the

Special Operations imperatives. The principles and imperatives are

found in chapter one of FM 31-20. This chapter is titled "Overview of

Special Forces Operations." The foundations of Army Operations

doctrine are the principles of war, the principles of operations other than s
war, and the tenets. These foundations are detailed in chapters two and

eight. These chapters are titled "Fundamentals of Army Operations,"

and "Operations Other Than War," respectively. ,
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The second, third, fourth, and fifth steps involve a detailed

comparison of each of the four primary Special Forces missions with the

two primary missions specified in the draft FM 100-5. These two primary

missions are offense and defense.

Doctrinal comparisons are based on a textual analysis of the

pertinent literature. This textual analysis is literal in the sense that it is

based on a close reading of the documents with an eye toward categories

of comparison. At the same time, comparison and analysis are informed

by reference to a large body of contextual literature reviewed in chapter

two.

In order to be compatible with Army Operations. Special Forces

doctrine must meet two criteria. These criteria are:
* .

1. It must be consistent with Army Operations doctrine.

2. It must be unified with Army Operations doctrine.

Consistent

Consistent is considered as "constantly adhering to the same

principles, course, form.... (and of) holding firmly together."2 To be

consistent Special Forces doctrine must adhere to the same principles as

does Army Operations. In other words, the same principles that form the

foundations of Army Operations doctrine must be the same principles

that form the foundations of Special Forces doctrine.

Special Forces must hold firmly with Army Operation doctrine.

All of the Special Forces missions must relate to and contribute to the

two missions of Army Operations. This does not mean, of course, that all
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four Special Forces missions must relate directly to the two missions of
Army Operations. The four Special Forces missions ,nust be able to work

in conjunction with Army Operations. •

Unified

Special Forces doctrine and Army Operations must "form into a

single unit or a harmonious whole' 3 in order to be unified. The

foundations of Special Forces doctrine must not contradict the

foundations of Army Operations. Also, the four Special Forces missions

should form a whole body of mutually supporting missions with the two

Army Operations missions. When combined. Special Forces and Army

Operations doctrines should work together.

Conclu§ioQn

This chapter has described the type of research, the research

methodology, the specific steps in relation to the methodology, the S 0

,,ufouraIo n s d te -nssions used i u, the aalysis, and the criteria

necessary for the analysis. In order for Special Forces doctrine to be

considered compatible with Army Operations. both criteria must be s

answered in the affirmative during each step in the research

methodology. Anything less than this and the answer to the research

question is "no".

In chapter four this thesis applies these steps and criteria to

determine the answer to the research question.
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CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS

In the first chapter this study provided a background for the

importance of doctrine and discussed the many changes that have

occurred in the Army and in Special Forces since the publication of the

1986 FM 100-5. In addition, chapter one stated the research question

and the importance of its answer to the Special Forces community.

Chapter two surveyed available literature in four major areas to provide a

knowledge base and understanding of the research question in context.

Chapter three identified the research methodology, the steps in the

analysis, and the criteria to be used in the analysis. This chapter

focuses on analysis. This chapter falls into five sections in accordance

with the steps of the analysis outlined in chapter three. These five

sections are "Foundations," "Unconventional Warfare," "Foreign Internal

Defense," "Direct Action," and "Special Reconnaissance."

Army Operations Doctrine

The foundations of Army Operations doctrine are based on three

sets of concepts, the principles of war, the principles of operations other

than war, and the tenets. Understanding Army Operations demands a
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knowledge of these principles and tenets. The principles will be

discussed first, then the te.aets.

Principles of War

The nine principles of war provide general guidance for the

conduct of war across the operational continuum and at all levels of war.

These nine principles are: objective, offensive, mass, economy of force,

maneuver, unity of command, security, surprise, and simplicity.

To observe the principle of the objective is to, "Direct every

military operation toward a clearly defined, decisive, and attainable

objective."1 The military objective of war is to destroy the enemy force

and his will to fight. In operations other than war the ultimate objective,

though possibly harder to define, must also be clear from the beginning.

The objectives at the tactical, operational, and strategic levels of war

must be linked and every action must contribute to the ultimate strategic
* 0

aim. Any action that does not contribute to the objective is irrelevant.

The principle of the offensive means to, "Seize, retain, and exploit

the initiative."2 Emphasis on the offensive is the way the Army gains and

maintains the initiative to achieve decisive results. It is the most effective

way to obtain the established objective of an operation and is the key to

victory. The defense is adopted only on a temporary basis. Commanders

at all levels are to seek every opportunity to regain the offensive.

Mass is defined as the massing of the "effects of overwhelming

combat power at the decisive place and time."3 Mass refers to the
D

massing of effects, not necessarily the concentration of forces, to achieve

the desired result. Mass is achieved by synchronizing the elements of

combat power against the enemy in a short period of time.
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Economy of force, the fourth principle of war, is the allocation of

the minimal essential combat power to secondary efforts. The purpose of •

an economy of force mission is to allow the massing of combat power

somewhere else on the battlefield, generally with the main effort.

Economy of force missions include limited attacks, defense, delays, and 0

retrogrades.

Maneuver is the placing of the "enemy in a position of

disadvantage through the flexible application of combat power."4 6

Maneuver is the movement of friendly forces in relation to the enemy in

order to gain and maintain positional advantage. By maintaining

positional advantage a force retains its freedom of action, causes the 0

enemy to continually react to different problems, and reduces friendly

vulnerability. Maneuver allows the force to dictate the terms of battle

and eventually leads to the enemy's defeat. *
Unity of command is the sixth principle of war and is defined as.

"For every objective, seek unity of command and unity of effort.' 5 Unity

of command requires that all forces operate under one commander.

Unity of effort, "requires coordination and cooperation among all forces

toward a commonly recognized objective, although they are not

necessarily part of the same command structure."6 During combined

and interagency operations unity of effort is all important because unity

of command might not be possible.

Security is defined as. "Never permit the enemy to acquire

unexpected advantage." 7 A unit takes security measures to protect itself

from enemy actions. However, security should not interfe6c with friendly

responsiveness and flexibility. The application of this principle does not
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mean unwarranted caution; it means a careful weighing of security and

risk.

Surprise means, "Strike the enemy at a time or place or in a

manner for which it Is unprepared." 8 Surprise does inot imply that the

enemy must be unaware of what is going on, only that he must become

av are too late to react effectively. Surprise allows a force to achieve

success far out of proportion to what it wculd achieve without it. Speed,

good intelligence, deception, greater combat power, operations security',

and changing of tactics and methods of operation all contribute to 0

surprise. Applying these techniques allows the force to achieve surprise

in the tempo of battle, timing, and the direction or location of the main

effort.9  0

The final principle of war is simplicity. It means the preparation

of 'cVear, uncomplicated plans and concise orders to ensure thorough

understanding." 1 0 Simplicity facilitates underotanding at all levels of 0

command and minimizes confusion. Simple plans and orders are

especially ir,,portant when commanders and soldiers are tired.

0

Principles of Operations Other Than W~r

The 1993 Draft FM 100-5 introduces for the first time the six

principles of operations other than war. These principles are objective,

unity of effort, legitimacy. perseverance, restraint, and security.

Objective, unity of effort, and security are also principles of war and have

already been covered.

Legitimacy is, "Sustain the willing acceptance by the pecple of

the right of the government to govern or ot a group or agency to make

and carry out decisions." Legitimacy is the perception of the
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population that the constituted authority is valid and capable to meet the 0
needs of the populace. If a force answers an immediate need but in

accomplishing the mission detracts from the legitimacy of the

government, the force is not successful. Legitimacy must always be

considered in every mission,

Perseverance means, "Prepare for the measured, protracted

application of military capability in support of strategic aims."12 Unlike

war, operations other than war may be conducted over long periods of

time. Peacetime operations and conflicts short of conventional war may

require yeaxs to attain the desired results, and the beginning and the end

of these operations may not be clearly defined. Before conducting

contingency operations in these environments the long-term strategic

objective must be considered. Commanders must "balance their desire

to attain objectives quickly with a sensitivity for the long-term strategic
-4-~IIL -4.~ +tL ic -c11UI12

Restraint means to, "Apply appropriate military capability

prudently." 14 Rules of engagement are generally more restrictive,

detailed, and sensitive in operations other than war. These rules may

change frequently and there may also be constraints on specific

weapons, tactics, and the level of violence. The use of excessive force

may also hurt the achievement of the short- and long-term goals of the

mission.

ITnets

The five tenets of Army Operations describe the characteristics of

successful operations. Victory depends on the Army's ability to operate
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in accordance with them. These five tenets are initiative, agility, depth,

synchronization, and versatility.

In war, application of the tenets allows the Army to throw the S

enemy off balance and tc keep him there by continually making him

react to multiple threats from multiple directions. Each threat must be

quick, unpredictable, powerful, and disorganizing. In war, observing the S

tenets allows the quickest possible victory, with the least amount of

force, with the fewest casualties.

The application of the five tenets in operations other than war S

helps establish conditions for victory. Following the tenets allows a

friendly force the maximum flexibility for anticipating and masterIng the

many difficult challenges occurring in operations other than war. a

initiative "sets or changes the terms of battle by action and

implies an offensive spirit in the conduct of all operations. Applied to the

force as a whole, initiative requires a constant effort to force the enemy to S *
conformi to our operational purpose and tempo, while we retain freedom

of action." 15 Commanders interpret initiative to mean that they must

anticipate events on the battlefield in a manmer which allows them and a

their units to act independently within the framework of the higher

commander's intent.

Initiative in the offense means never allowing the enemy to a

recover from the Jolt of the initial attack. In the offense a commander

achieves the initiative by picking the trne and place of the attack, as well

as the tempo and violence of the attack, in a way that surprises and 0

confuses the enemy. The commander retains the initiative by continually

7
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seeking enemy vulnerabilities and being able to sustain and shift the 0
main effort as necessary.

Initiative in the defense means being able to quickly defeat the

enemy attack and going on the offensive as soon as possible. The

defender must react quickly to counteract the initial advantages of the

enemy and to restrict the enemy's options as much as possible. Once

the enemy commits to a particular course of action the defender must

thwart this action and forestall any reaction by the attacker, The

defender can then assume the initiative.

In operations other than war the initiative "implies controlling

the environment rather than letting the environment control events." 16

During peace, when no enemy exists, such as during a disaster relief

operation, the commander must direct his forces to the critical facilities

where quick action allows the local civilian government to assume control *

at tiie e-Arliest+ posibl moment.- Duri% - rfi{4 -hy an4 enem e-xis,

the commander uses military power in concert with other elements of

national power to restore stability while defeating the enemy's ability to

cause instability. 17

The second tenet is agility. Agility is the "ability of fr-_endly forces

to act and react faster than the enemy -- is a prerequisite for seizing and

holding the initiative. It is as much a mental as a physical quality."'18

The ability to concentrate friendly strength against enemy weaknesses,

and once he reacts, to re-concentrate friendly strength against a new

weakness will quickly weaw- the enemy down. This will lead him ro slow,

disjointed, and haphazard responses, and to his defeat, Agility allows a

smaller force to defeat a larger fo.'ce.
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Agility is also a mental ability. Battle always causes confusion,

friction, unexpected enemy reactions, and unforeseen problems. Mental

agility enables leaders, staffs, and soldiers to overcome these hardships.

Mental agility also enables a commander to continue to make quick .4

decisive decisions and actions under extreme hardships.

In operations other than war, agility enables commanders to

notice changes to the operational environment and to prepare procedures

for applying resources to control change. Agility is an awareness that

sees and anticipates changes in the environment. This perceptiveness,

combined with the ability to act quickly, leads to agility and successful

outcomes in operations other than war.

The third tenet is depth. Depth is the "extension of operations in

time, space, and purpose.'"19 Thinking in depth allows the commander

to foresee, plan, and attack the enemy everywhere on the battlefield.

"Thinking in depth also allows the commander to maintain the initiative, • *
kuticipate enemy reactions, and to synchronize the present and future

battles. Attacking the enemy tnroughout his depth during the offense

and defense reduces his freedom of action, agility, and staying power,

and disrupts his plans and orders.

In operations other than war, depth is generally more extended

in time than in wai. Peacetime engagements and conflicts can last for

years. Short-term solutions might prolong rather than shorten events.

'Ihinking in depth requires commanders to look for the best solutions for

the long run. Anticipating future situatinns and solving them in depth

will help achieve the desired end state.
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Synchronization is the "focus of resources and activities in time

and space to mass at the decisive point. .... (it) is both a process and a

result.' 20 Synchronization is successful when activities are arranged

correctly in time and space to achieve the desired outcome. All

operations do not necessarily have to occur at the same time or place to

achieve this. In operations other than war and in war itself, "the product

of effective synchronization is maximum use of every resource where and

when it will make the greatest contribution to success."2 1

The last tenet of Army Operations is versatility. It is the "ability

of units to meet diverse mission requirements. . . (it) implies a capacity

to be multi-functional, to operate across regions throughout the full

range of military operations, and to perform at the tactical, operational,

and strategic levels."22 Units must be able to adapt to different missions

and tasks in short periods of time. They must be able to conduct * *

successful operations in war and in operations other than war.

Special Forces Doctrine

Special Forces doctrine is based on two sets of concepts. These •

concepts are the principles of war and the Special Operations

imperatives.

Principles ofVWa

The nine principles of war for Special Operations Forces are the

same nine principles of war for Army Operations. The nature of Special

Operations, however, requires a different application of these same

principles.
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Objectives for Special Operations Forces are as often political,

economic, or psychological as they are military. Special Operations

objectives usually focus on the enemy's vulnerabilities. However, Special

Operations Forces can be assigned objectives which lead directly to

accomplishing national and theater political, economic, or psychological

objectives.

The offensive is similar to both conventional and Special

Operations Forces. Special Operations are inherently offensive. Even

though Special Operations Forces can be employed as part of the

strategic defensive, and can assume a defensive position once employed,

Special Operations Forces provide the operational level commander an

offensive capability.

Special Operations Forces cannot mass, bringing overwhelming

combat power against a target - the third principle - except at the lowest

tactical level. Special Operations Forces must selectively apply sufficient @

combat power to accomplish the mission. This minimum force condition

entails high risk, but Special Operatiors Force commanders compensate

for lack of overwhelming firepower by using combat multipliers, including

surprise, superior training, and unconventional tactics.

The fourth principle is economy of force. Many Special
on_ -tn -R ' 00p -e VLU---y -"-Ce to dijoW

the concentration of conventional forces in another area. In addition,

Special Operations can be designed to divert enemy forces to secondary

theaters which prevent them from concentrating their effort against the S

friendly conventional main effort. When used with indigenous forces
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against the enemy, Special Operations Forces are particularly effective in

the economy of force mission.2 3

Special Operations Forces do not employ maneuver, the fifth

principle, in the same sense as conventional forces. Special Operations

Forces almost always lack the tactical mobility and reinforcement

capability with respect to the enemy force. Special Operations Forces

compensate for lack of maneuver by anticipating enemy rcactlons and

preparing for these reactions. Maneuver, with respect to Special

Operations "implies the ability to infiltrate and exflltrate denied areas so

as to gain a positional advantage from which SOF can attack hostile

vulnerabilities."2 4

For conventional forces the sixth principle, unity of command,

means having one commander responsible for each objective. While this

is also true for Special Operations Forces, the commander is often not *

military. Many Special Operations are interagency or intergovernmental

activities, in which the military has only a supporting role. In these

cases the Special Operations Force commander must ensure that his

efforts are synchronized with the overall objectives. At the tactical level,

where the mission is a unilateral Special Forces mission, unity of

command must be maintained.

Security, the seventh principle, iz often the dominant factor in

Special Operations, as opposed io conventional operations, where it is a

supporting concern. Due to the nature of Special Operations. a "breach

in security can affect national credibility and legitimacy as well as

mission success.'12 5
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Surprise, the eighth principle, is similar for Special Operations

Forces and conventional forces. However, where surprise is desired in

conventional operations, it is a necessity in Special Operations. Due to

the small size of Special Operations Forces, surprise is an integral part of

every operation.

The last principle is simplicity. Simplicity is also an integral part

of Special Operations. Although Special Operations Forces will often use

high teclnology equipment and unorthodox methods, Speclai Operations

Force plans and procedures must be simple and direct. 26

Special Operations. Imperatives

The principles of war characterize and provide guidance to

Special Operations Forces. The Special Operations imperatives prescribe

requirements. Special Forces leaders must incorporate the imperatives

into their operations in order to use their units efficiently. There are * .
ievern imperatives. The imperatives are: recognize political implications,

facilitate interagency activities, engage the threat discriminately, consider

long-term effects, ensure legitimacy and credibility of Special Operations,

anticipate and control psychological effects, apply capabilities indirectly,

develop multiple options, ensure long-term sustainment, provide

sufficient intelligence, and balance security and synchronization.

Special Forces commanders must recognize the political

implications of their mission. Special Forces missions are frequently

supporting rnilitary missions for attainment of an overall nonmilitary

objective. This is especially true during peace and conflict. Even when

conducting missions during war, whether independent or in coordination
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with conventional forces. Special Forces commanders must consider the

political ramifications of their mission. 'I)
I

Special Forces commanders must attempt unity of effort when 4,

missions involve interagency or combined operations. Leaders must

make use of every opportunity to facilitate the successful synchronization

of the often complex mission structure. They must anticipate vague

missions, opposing interests and objectives, and a lack of unity of

command, and strive to overcome these handicaps.

Special Forces commanders also must engage the threat

discriminately. Special Forces missions often have political implications

and, therefore, commanders must carefully select when, where, and how

to employ their forces. This is especially important because Special

Forces commanders have limited forces that are not easily replaced.

Special Forces units are often involved in long-duration

missions. A short-term solution to a long-term problem many times has

an adverse effect. Special Forces commanders must put every problem

i•nto its wider political, military, and psychological context. Special

Forces units must often cope with legal and political constraints not

imposed on conventional forces because of the sensitivity of their

missions. Special Forces commanders must always consider the long-

term effects of their actions.

Special Forces commanders must always ensure the legitimacy

and credibility of their mission. Legitimacy is a guiding factor in all

operations in which support is provided to a government or resistance

organization in unconventional warfare and foreign internal defense

missions. Special Forces missions must be credible and legitimate as
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viewed by foreign Indigenous elements, the United States population, and

the international community.

The sixth imperative requires Special Forces commanders to

anticipate and control psychological effects. All Special Forces missions

have some psychological impact, and some missions are undertaken

specifically to produce certain psychological effects. Special Forces

commanders must control these effects to achieve the desired result, and

they must integrate psychological operations into all of their missions.

Special Forces commanders must apply their capabilities

indirectly, especially when conducting unconventional warfare and

foreign internal defense missions. The main role of Special Forces in

these missions is to advise, train, and assist the supported forces, not to

assume the primary role. The supported resistance organization or

government must be the primary players in order to maintain legitimacy

and credibility. * *
Special Forces commanders must develop multiple options for

every mission. Commanders must do this so they can maintain their

flexibility. They must also have the flexibility to shift from one option to

the other during a mission.

Long-term Special Forces missions must be capable of being

sustaid. -r ogr•tus developcd during long-term missions must be a

within We capabilities of the host nation in case United States assistance

is either curtailed or lost. If the population becomes dependent on

programs that are beyond the capability of the host government and the S

assistance is rolled back. the long-term effect of this program would be

detrimental to the overall objective.
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Special Forces teams must be provided sufficient intelligence to

accomplish their mission. Special Forces intelligence requirements ýX)

demand much more of the intelligence community than do conventional

forces. This is because Special Forces teams lack the combat power.

reinforcement capabilities, and sustainment capabilities of general

purpose forces. These realities require Special Forces commanders to

prioritize their intelligence reqrlirements to insure that what is really

needed is provided, that what is nice to have is given second priority, and

that the intelligence community is not overwhelmed with providing non-

essential requirements.

The final in ,erative is that Special Forces commanders must

balance security and synchronization. Special Forces missions demand

security but over compartmentation can leave key assets out of mission

planning. Not enough security can compromise a mission but too much * 0

can also lead to mission failure because of lack of coordination. Special

Forces commanders must balance these conflicting demands.

Analysis

The foundations of Army Operations doctrine and Special Forces

doctrine must be consistent and unified to be considered compatible,

Special Forces doctrine uses as its foundation the principles of war and

the Special Operations imperatives. These two sets of concepts were

used because FM 31-20 had to be compatible with the 1986 FM 100-5.

The '86 FM 100-5 used the principles of war, the four tenets and the

AirLand Battle imperatives as its Ibundation. FM 31-20 did not use the

four tenets as part of its foundation.
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The principles of war have undergone some minor changes since

the '86 version. These are discussed below, but there are more

important changes between the '93 and '86 versions of FM 100-5. The

most important changes between the versions, for this thesis, are the .

addition of the principles of operations other than war, the addition of

the fifth tenet, versatility, and the deletion of the AirLand Battle

imperatives.

The changes in the principles of war will be discussed first. The

'86 definition of mass is, "Concentrate combat power at the decisive place •

and time,"2 7 while the '93 definition is. "Mass the effects of overwhelming

combat power at the decisive place and time.'"28 The difference between

these two definitions is a matter of application. The '86 definition 0

stresses applying direct combat power while the '93 version stresses

applying the effects of combat power.

The '93 version is in fact more consistent and unified wjith how 0 0

Special Forces applies the principle of mass than is the '86 version.

Special Forces cannot mass combat power except at the lowest tactical

level. Special Forces can, however, mass effects, and is one of the effects •

to be massed. For example, a Special Forces team on a special

reconnaissance mission can provide intelligence on an enemy force to an

operational commander. Ihis intelligence allows him to mass his combat

power at the correct time and place to accomplish his mission. This

Special Forces team does not mass combat power, but is one of the

instruments that lead to the correct massing of the effects of combat

power. Operations Desert Shield and Storm provided numerous

examples of this.
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Unity of command has also changed. The '86 definition of unity

of command is, "For every objective, ensure unity of effort under one

responsible commander," 2 9 while the '93 version states, "For every

objective, seek unity of command and unity of effort." 30 The '86 version

is concerned with war, and only war. The '93 version is concerned with

war and operations other than war. In war it is easy for unity of effort

under one commander to be achieved because the military is the

overriding element of national power. In operations other than war one

of the other three elements of national power, or a combination thereof,

is the dominant factor. The military element is secondary. Under these

circumstances, unity of command and unity of effort are desired and

sought, but they might not be possible. The '93 version reflects this.

Special Forces doctrine also reflects this. It is embodied in the Special

Operations imperative, facilitate interagency activity. Again, Special

Forces doctrine and Army Operations are more consistent and unified

than Special Forces doctrine and AirLand Battle doctrine.

As stated before, Special Forces doctrine and AirLand Battle 0

doctrine are compatible. Army Operations doctrine, though, made two

changes to the principles of war. Does this make Special Forces doctrine

incompatible with Army Operations doctrine? No. The above analysis

has shown that Special Forces doctrine is more fully compatible with the

Army Operations definitions of the principles of war than the AirLand

Battle definitions.

The next item is the addition of the fifth tenet -- versatility.

Versatility is the ability of "units to meet diverse mission requirements..

a capacity to be multifunctional, to operate across regions throughout
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the full range of military operations, and to perform a' the tactical, 0
operational, and strategic levels."'3 1 Units must be versatile under Army

Operations doctrine. 0

FM 31-20 states that Special Forces "plans, conducts, and .

supports SO in all operational environments in peace, conflict, and war.

... The role of SF varies with the enwTironment and the level of activity."3 2  0

These definitions are almost identical. Army Operations requtres

versatile units, and Special Forces units are versatile.

Here are several examples. Special Forces units participated in a •

war during Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm. They

participatcd in operations other than war during Operation Provide

bomfoit and the continuing support for the p'-ofessionalization of the F.I E

Sa'vadorlan Army. These few examples show that Special Forces can

perform missions at any level of war throughout the operational

continuum. Special Forces units meet the requirement of the fifth teriet. * *
Special Forces units are then compatible with the Army Operations

tcnets.

The next step in analysis invohves the remaining concerns of the

compatibility between the foundations of the two doctrInes. The

dropping of the imperatives of AirLand Battle doctrine and the addition of

the principles of operations other than war are compared to the Special

Operations imperatives.

Army Operations doctrine dropped the use of the imperatives

because of a different thinking in the purpose of doctrine. AirLand Battle S

had ten imperatives and Army Operations has none because Army

Operations doctrine is intended to be descriptive, not prescriptive. The
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Army doctrine writers felt that the '86 version of AirLand Battle had

become too prescriptive and wanted to ci nge its focus. Thus the

dropping of the imperatives did not change the doctrine, it only changed

the focus of the loctrine. 33

Yet. Special Forces doctrine has Imperatives. Does the fact that

Special Forces doctrine has imperatives and Army Operations doctrine

does not affect the compatibility of the two doctrines? The lower the level

of the doctrine, the more prescriptive it usually becomes. Special Forces

doctrine is two levels below Army Operations doctrine, and Army Special

Operations Force doctrine, FM 100-25, is between the two doctrines. It

is not inconsistent for Army Operations doctrine to have no imperatives

and Special Forces doctrine to have them.

The most important difference between Army Operations

doctrine and AirLand Battle doctrine is the addition of the principles of * *
operations other than war. These principles will be analyzed in relation

to the Special Operations imperatives.

There are six principles of operations other than war but only 6

three of them are different from the principles of war. These three

principles are legitimacy, perseverance, and restcaint. There are eleven

Special Operations imperatives. Two of these imperatives, facilitate

interagency activities and balance security and synchronization, have a

direct correlation to the two principles of unity of command/effort and

security, and have already been dlscassed. They will 1 lot be analyzed

here again. Seven of the imperatives have some relationship to the

principles of operations other than war. Two of the imperatives have no
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cufl elation wlth the principles. The seven imperatives will be analyzed

first.

The principle of 3egitimacy is, "Sustain the willing acceptance by

the people of the right of the governtment to govern or of a group or

agency to make and carry out decisions''3 4 Prior to the advent of this

principle Special Forces doctrine addressed the same concern with five

Special Operations imperatives. One imperative, ensure legitimacy and

credibility cf Special Operations, addresscs this concern directly. This

principle and the imperative are certainly consistent and unified because

they say the same thing. one for the Army as a whole, one for Special

Operations Forces.

The second imperative is to apply capabilities indirectly. In this

imperat ye Special Forces units must let the resistance organization or

government be the primary players. Special Forces units advise, train,

and assist. If they assume the primary role, the organization or 0

government they .re ,:upportlng will loose credibility and legitimacy.

Again. this imperative is unified aad consistent with the principle.

The third imperative is to ensure long-term sustainment. Long-

term missions must be sustainable by the host government. If they are

not, and a program cannot be sustained without United States support,

the government will loose credibility. Loss of legitimacy follows loss of

credibility. Therefore, this imperative is also compatible with the

principle of legitimacy.

The fourth imperative is to recognize political implications. 9

Special Forces commanders are taught to ahiays consider the political

implications of their missions. Commanders must insure that the
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mission, and how they conduct it. does t\ot have adverse political

Implications. If it does, the legitimacy and credibility of the mission, the

strategic aim, and the government could be affected. This imperative is .

therefore consistent with the principle of legitimacy.

The final imperative relating to the principle of legitimacy is to

anticipate and control psychological effects. The psychological results of

Special Forces missions must uphold the legitimacy and credibility of the

government they are supporting. If the tactical side of a mission is a

success and the psychological side is a failure, the mission is a failure.

All Special Forces missions have some psychological impact, and some

are conducted solely for psychological r'easons. Special Forces

commanders must insure that the psychological impact supports the

legitimacy of United States and the suoported govenunent. This

imperative, then, is consistent with 0t.e principle of legitimacy. I

The second principie of op'iadions other than war is

perseverance. It is, "Prepare for ti;,i ,-easured, protracted application of

military capability in support of strategic aims."35 Perseverance requires 0

a long-term perspective on operl i.G, •s other than war. Short-term

solutions must be cautiously wel)t1ed against long-term strategic aims.

Perseverance also supports the ", few that while some operations may be

of short duration, many will ýzc of long duration and may have no clear

beginning and end.

Two Special Operations imperatives pertain to this principle.

The first is to consider long-term effects. This imperative correlates

directly with the principle of perseverance. Special Forces commanders

must always consider the long-term effects of their mission, even if it is S
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itself a short duration mission. This imperative Is consistent and unified

with the principle.

The second imperative is to ensure long-term sustainment. This

imperative has been men joned already under the legitimacy principle 4

but it is also pertinent here. Attainment of long-term strategic aims

cannot be achieved if the aim cannot be sustained. Perseverance cannot

be accomplished without the will and the logistics to maintain the

operation. Therefore, this imperative is also compatible with the

principle of perseverance.

The last principle of operations other than war is restraint.

Restraint is, "Apply appropriate military capability prudently."3 6 Rules of

engagement and restraints on weaponry. tactics, and the level of violence

are generally more restrictive in operations other than war than they are

in war. Not observing these restraints could hinder the attainment of the

goals of the mission. I *
One Special Operations imperative periains to this principle. It

is to engage the threat discriminately. Special Forces commanders must

carefully select where, when, and how they use their forces for two

reasons. One is because commanders have limited resources that are

hard to replace and the second is because Special Forces missions

usually have political consequences. This meaning, while different on

the political side of the imperative from the principle, retains the same

meaning in deciding when, where, and how to employ forces. This

imperative relates directly to the principle of restraint.

There are tw,., Imperatives that do not relate to the principles of

operations other than war. These imperatives are to develop multiple
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options and to provide sufficient intelligence. These imperatives are 0
different from the other imperatives in that they relate to just the Special 0

Forces unit conducting the mission. For example, if a commander does

not develop multiple options, his mission might fail, but a failure that

does not consider multiple options will not harm the overall strategic 0

aim. If a mission fails because a commander does not consider the long-

term effects, the ultimate effect would be much greater. Thus, these two

imperatives are not significant to the compatibility of the two doctrines. •

Conclusion

This analysis has shown that the foundations of Army

Operations doctrine and Special Forces doctilne are compatible. The

principles of war, the principles of operations other than war, the tenets,

the Special Operations Forces application of the principles of war, and

the Special Operations imperatives are all consistent and unified. Next. 0

an analysis of the two missions of offense and defense will be conducted

with reference to the four Special Forces missions of unconventional

warfare, foreign internal defense, direct action, and special •

reconnaissance.

Unconventional Warfare •

The analysis of the compatibility of unconventional warfare and

the missions of offense and defense requires a description of these three

missions. Descriptions of the offense and defense are covered first, •

followed by unconventional warfare. Additionally, since the offense and

defense are used in the analysis of the other three Special Forces
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missions, their description below will hold for the remainder of the

thesis. 0

Offense

The main purpose of the offense is to

defeat, destroy, or neutralize the enemy force. Additionally,
offensive operations are undertaken to secure decisive terrain. 0
deprive the enemy of resources, gain information, deceive and
divert the enemy, hold him in position, disrupt his attack, and
set up the conditions for future successful operations. 37

At the operational level, "Offensive campaigns and major 0

operations can take different shapes. It is usually best to design them to

quickly and decisively achieve operational and strategic objectives at

least cost."38 To accomplish these aims operational and tactical

commanders arrange the battlefield into deep, close, and rear operations.

These operations do not take place in any clearly defined area and many

times operations will overlap. However, arranging the battlefield this way * *
allows the commander to better synchronize everything that is happening

on the batdefield.

Deep operations are those actions "directed against enemy 8

forces and functions beyond the close battle. These are executed at both

the operational and tactical levels with fires, maneuver, and

protection."3 9 Deep operations are used to shape the battlefield for 0

future close operations. Attack into the enemy's depth retards, disturbs

and reduces the capabilities of his force and facilitates his rapid defeat.

Deep operations allow the friendly commander to choose the time, place, 9

and mode of the offense.

Joint and Army forces can be used to conduct deep operations.

Joint forces include nava) gunfire, aviation assets of all services, Marines,
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and Special Operations Forces. Army forces include, but are net limited

to, airborne and air assault assets, armored forces, target acquisition

assets, and field artillery assets. 4

Close operations are those conducted by forces that are in

irm-nediate contact with the enemy. Close operations are the current

battles of the forces engaged. They are the "activities of the main and

supporting efforts around or through enemy defenses to occupy

objectives that. permit the defeat of defending forces."40 Commanders

mass the effects of combat to destroy the enemy.

Close operations in the offense also include reconnaissance and

security forces and reserve forces. Reconnaissance and security forces

protect friendly flanks, find the enemy, locate gaps in the enemy defense,

and allow the commander time and space to develop the battlefield.

Reserves provide the commander additional forces when he needs them *
either at the decisive point or when somethLtng ulnforeseen Occurs.

Rear operations assist in providing freedom of action and
continuity of operations, logistics, and battle command. Their
primary purposes are to sustain the current close and deep
fights and to posture the force for future operations. At the
operational level, rear operations support current operations
and posture the force for the next phase of ýhe major operation
or campaign. At the tactical level, they increase depth and
enhance the commander's ability to influence the tempo of
combat, helping him take advantage of any opportunity
WiLU.LUU UU.el)y.-I

In the offense rear areas can be quite large, especially when the

attack is successful and the maneuver forces are conducting an

exploitation or pursuit. This increase in scale makes rear areas more

vulnerable to enemy deep attacks and may require the commander to

allocate maneuver forces to protect his rear area. A battlefield where the
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rear area is not contiguous with the main forces also makes the

protection of the rear area more difficult.

A successful enemy deep attack, similar to friendly deep S

operations into his rear, can disrupt and delay the friendly attack so as

to cause its failure. Rear operations includes not only the logistics

functions to sustain friendly close and deep operations but the protection

of the force in the rear.

As shown in the review of the '93 FM 100-5 in chapter two, the

forms of the offense and the forms of maneuver have not changed from

AirLand Battle to Army Operations. As also shown in chapter two, while

the words that the Army uses to characterize the offense have changed,

the characteristics of the offense have not. Therefore, this discussion of

the offense and the corresponding analysis concerns itself with only the

elements outlined above. This is also true for the defense. The

characteristics of defensive operations and the types of defensive 0 0

patteins either havt not changed or are covered in chapter two. The

defense is treated in the same manner as the offense.

Defense

The defense is conducted "to defeat a large. attacking force,

retain territory, build strength, or gain time."4 2 At the operational level
Si

other assets. These assets include air, sea, space, and Special

Operations Forces. The five operation~s must be synchronized so the

commander can use these assets to their fullest extent. At the tactical

level the commander must also synchronize all of his assets.
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In the defense, units use prepared positions. knowledge of the

ground, fires, and counterattacks to defeat the enemy once he commits

his forces in close operations. The defender anticipates and acquires

intelligence so he can weight the main defensive effort; he seeks every

opportunity to first slow, then stop the enemy attack, and then to

assume the offensive himself.

The defense is also conducted throughout the depth of the

battlefield. The defense is similarly divided into deep, close, and rear

operations. To avoid repetition, this discussion will focus only on the

differences between these operations for the defense.

Deep operations in the defense are conducted to "disrupt the

enemy's movement in depth, destroy high payoff targets vital to the

attacker, and interrupt or deny vital enemy operating systems such as

command, logistics, or air defense at critical times."43 Deep operations • *
disrupt the tempo of the attack and desynchronize the attacker's combat

power so that the defender does not have to fight the attacker at his

maximum strength. Ideally, deep operations will so disrupt the enemy

attack that the defender can defeat his forces in detail as they reach the

close operations area.

Close operations are the "activities of the main and supporting a

.. .•. . .,,,v., I ," LýU C.AV W, 9 ,C.LLi.LLLr.., ,,,"U Utde 2Lt, thL •n11•'1)s

major units."44 Maneuver forces can defend, delay, attack, and screen in

close operations. In the defense security forces give the commander time

and space to react to the attacking force by slowing the attacker,

providing intelligence to the commander, and destroying the attacker's

own reconnaissance and security elements. Reserves in the defense
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provide the defender the ability to stop an unexpected enemy

penetration, and more importantly, provide the defender a force with

which to assume the offensive. 0

Rear operations are performed in the defense for the same

purpose as in the offense. However, because the attacker has the

initiative, rear operations units can expect some form of enemy deep 9

battle. Rear operations commanders must think ahead and take effective

measures to protect the force.

Unconventional Warfare

Understanding unconventional warfare requires an

understanding of resistance movements and insurgencies and the

reasons for their existence, A government's inability or unwillingness to

meet the required needs of its people can lead to the frustration and

dissatisfaction of the populace. The populace may also feel that the
* 0

established government is incapable of providing for their internal

security or future development. In addition, people could distrust t~he

government because they feel that it is not legitimate. Any or all of these

factors, plus others, real or perceived, can cause a population to resist

the established government. 45

Resistance can either be nonviolent or violent, but if the

conditions lead'ng to the resistance are oppressive enough, an organized

resistance movement may develop. A resistance movement is "an

organized effort by some portion of the civil population of a countxy to

oppose or overthrow the established govenirnment or cause the withdrawal

of an occupying power.'14 6
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An insurgency is an "organized resistance movement that uses
',,

subversion and armed conflict to achieve its ainms.'' 47 Insurgency is a

prolonged political-military fight designed to steadily increase insurgent

legitimacy and control while decreasing the government's legitimacy and

control. Each insurgency has its own characteiistics and goals.

Revolutionary insurgencies want to destroy the existing government and

establish their own. Other insurgencies want to

* Overthrow an established government without a follow-on S

social revolution.
* Establish an autonomous national territory within the
borders of a state.
"* Cause the withdrawal of an occupying power.
"* Extract political concessions that are unobtainable through
less violent means. 4 8

Even though each insurgency is unique, successful insurgencies

usually pass through three phases. These phases are not separate.

They will overlap and an insurgency may move back and forth between •

tie phases, depending upon their successes and the successes of tiIe

counterinsurgency.

Phase I is the latent or incipient phase. Resistance leaders try to 0

accomplish several important functions in this phase. They recruit,

organize, and train insurgent cadres, establish intelligence, operational,

and internal support networks, and develop external support. They also 0

obtain funds, infiltrate civil and governmental agencies, and establish

cooperative relationships with legitimate civiliai groups, unions, and

other front organizations to develop popular support for future political 0

and military actions. 49

Phase II, the guerrilla warfare phase, begins with overt guen-illa

warfare. In an urban based insurgency the guerrillas use cellular 0
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organizations so they can operate clandestinely and maintain security.

In a rural based insurgency tCi guerrillas operate from secure base areas

in guerrilla controlled territory of the countryside. All Phase I activities

continue. In addition, insurgents establish clandestine radio networks

and newspapers to openly challenge the governme.it or occu?-ving

power. 5

Phase Ill. mobile warfare begins with the transition from

guerrilla warfare to conventional warfare. If successftl, this causes the

collapse of the government or occupying power and the establishment of 0

the resistance organization as the government. F hase III appears as a

civil war if there is no external support to the insurgency. If conducted

in concert with a limited or general war. conventional military forces may 0

link-up with the insurgency for Phase III. All of the activities of Phases I

and II continue during Phase III. If Phase hI fails the insurgency reverts

to either Phase I or II and rebuilds its strength. S 0

There are three elements of a resistance organization: the

guerrilla force, the underground, and the auxiliary. The guerrilla force is

the "overt military or para-military arm of the resistance organization.

The guerrilla force conducts low-visibility combat operations. It is

normally raral-based. Its members may be full-time or part-time.*,5 1

"I he underground is a "cellular organization that conducts

clandestine subversion, sabotage, E&E (escape and evasion), and

intelligence collection activities. It may be rural- or urban-based and has

its own clandestine support organization.,"52  &

The auxiliaxy is the clandestine support element for the guerrilla

force and can be either rural or urban based. Historically there has been

0
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a clear distinction in unconventional warfare doctrine between the

guerrilla force and the underground. However, this distinction is no

longer so clear cut. In contemporary unconventional warfare, there may .4

be no clear distinction between the two.

From tJCie United States perspective the

strategic politico-military objective of wartime UTW f s normally
to influence conventional military operations. In conflict,
however, the objectives may range from interdicting foreign
Intervention in another country, to opposing the consolidation
of a new hostile regime, to actually overthrovwng such a S
regime.53

Special Forces supports resistance organizations that enhance

United States national interests when directed to do so. In war, Special
0

Forces teams infiltrate into enemy controlled areas to conduct

unconventional warfare. Dunng conflicts, Special Forces teams may be

directed to provide indirect support to a resistance from an external area * .
wheu direcL UnRied States military involvement is inappropriate.

Special Forces support to a resistance organization is divided

into seven phases. Each :esistance movement is different; therefore,

some phases may occur simultaneously and scme might not occur at all.

Unconventional warfare is, however, easier to comprehend in terms of

the seven phases. The seven phases are psychological preparation,

initial contact, infiltration, organization, buildup, combat employment,

and demobilization.

During phase one the resistance and external sponsors conduct

psychological operations to unify the population against the established

government or occupying power and to prepare the population to accept

United States support. During phase two US government agencies

coordinate with the allied government-in-exile or the resistance
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leadership for the desired US support. During phase three Special

Forces teams infiltrate the operational area, establish communications

with their base, and contact the resistance. In phase four Special Forces

teams organize, train, and equip the resistance cadre while emphasizing

development of an infrastructure. During phase five Special Forces

teamrs assist the cadre with expansion into an effective resistance a

organization, Limited combat operations can be conducted but emphasis

is on development. Phase six is the combat phase. Unconventional

warfare forces conduct combat operations until the end of the conflict or

link-up with conventional forces. In phase seven, the final phase, the

unconventional warfare forces either demobilize, shift to regular forces,

or come under national control. 54  •

Analysis

The purpose of unconventional warfare in wartime is to * *
influence conventional force operations. As shown by the discussion of

unconventional warfare, it is not a short duration mission. Therefore

unconventional warfare cannot affect the outcome of a war unless It is a

protracted war or unless unconventional warfare has been underway for

sometime prior to the advent of the war itself.

Unconventional warfare does not take place in a country that Is

friendly to United States interests, so it is unlikely that unconventional

warfare will take place in friendly rear ope':atlons areas. Additionally,

unconventional warfare forces will not participate in close operations

until phase six, and then only after the link-up with co"ventional forces.

Therefore, unconventional warfare will likely take place in the deep

operations area in relation to conventional forces. •
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Does unconventional warfare support the goals of deep 0
operations? The answer will determine the compatibility of

unconventional warfare with Army Operations. 4r

To be consistent and unified with Army Operations

unconventional warfare must relate to, contribute to, and support the

offensive and defensive missions, and as shown, unconventional warfare

must take place in conjunction with deep operations.

Deep operations should destroy, delay, disrupt, and divert

enemy forces from the conduct of close battle. Special Forces teams

conducting unconventional warfare mtssIons use their forces to conduct

combat operations. These combat ope,'ations. properly synchronized 0

with the operational and tactical level commander's offensive and

defensive plans, delay and divert, enemy forces from the close battle to

fight the unconventional war in their rear. *
Uncunverajri;al warfare iorces can do many things in the

enemy's rear. These forces can destroy railroads and trains which would

delay and e;srupt the movement of enemy forces to the front. They can

destroy fuel and ammunition supplies and factories which would have

short- and long- term effects on the enemy's capabilities. There are

many other en.amples of these activities.

Enemy commanders will have to divert close battle forces to

counteract such attacks. Diversion of resources will further reduce

enemy capabilities in the close operations area, Finally, if •

unconventional warfare forces can attain the size of conventional forces,

they might well defeat the close operations forces directly.
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"r•is. has ,- . ,-,,,o- ... ," . . ,al warfare supports

and contributes to the winning of offensive and defensive operations.

Such contributions will almost alwayo take place in the deep operations S

area. Unconventional warfare forces may also contribute to close

operations in both the offense and defense but only after the

unconventional warfare forces and conventional forces have linked-up.

The Special Forces mission of unconventional warfare is compatible with

the Army Operations missions of offense and defense.

S

Foreign Internal Defense

As stated previously, there is no need to repeat the

fundamentals of offensive and defensive operations. This section
a

includes a discussion and analysis of foreign internal defense.

Foreign Internal Defense

The primary mission of Special Forces in foreign internal 0 *
defense is to organize, htain, advise, and assist host nation military and

paramilitary forces. The intent of foreign internal defense missions is to

improve the tactical and technical performance of the host nation forces.

Special Forces foreign Jinrnmal defense missions fall into seven

categories. These categories are: training assistance, advisory

-assistance, intelligence operations, psychological operations, civil-

military oapetations, populace and resource control, and tactical

operations.

an a training assistance role Special Forces can develop and

manage training programs that support the host nation forces. These

programs range from the most basic combat training to the most
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specialized. Many times Special Forces training assistance missions

develop a cadre of specialists from trained host nation forces so they can -

train the rest of their forces. 4

Special Forces can provide advisory assistance in two ways. One

is that Special Forces teams provide advice and assistance to certain host

nation forces. The second is that individual soldiers can be assigned or

attached to the embassy security assistance office to perform advisory

assistance duties. 5 5  0

Special Forces teams may support host nation and United States

Intelligence operations in a counterinsurgency. This support can assume

the form of providing information on the operational area and the 0

insurgent organization. Special Forces concentrates on intelligence

operations that "seek to neutralize or destroy the insurgents' political and

intelligence infrastructure.,,56  * *
Ar .. nl Wnj,ICLAr.-. %-Y Sf -LCI S .l A-e v cuj d ~ ucaic uJIt

host nation forces on the value and role of psychological operations.

Special Forces teams also help host nation forces develop and implement •

an effective psychological operations program.

Special Forces teams perform civil-military operations to assist

host nation forces in developing effective civil affairs programs that cause •

the population to support the established govfrnment. Civil assistance

to the host nation and military civic action are included in Special Forces

civil-military operations. •

Special Forces teams perform population and resource control

missions in an indirect manner. Special Forces teams provide advice and

assistance but should not directly participate in the control measures. a
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In tactical operations missions Special Forces teams advise and

assist host nation forces in performing tactical operations. Special

Forces teams are particularly qualified to perform these missions 0

because of their extensive unconventional warfare training. There are '4

five types of tactical operations. They are: consolidation, strike, remote

area, border, arid urban area. These operations are not described but a

the important factor, is that their puiLpose is to provide a secure

environment so the hcMt nation can continue internal development.

These tactical operations are not independent military operations solely •

aimed at destroying the combat forces of the insurgency and their base

areas. They must be an integrated portion of a fully synchronized

internal defense and development effort.

One other possible foreign internal defense mission for Special

Forces is the use of Special Forces in rear area operations during war.

Special Forces teams can "organize, train, equip, and direct foreign * *
combat forces to conduct offensive rear operations against a hostile

insurgent or SOF threat."5 7

Analysis

Special Forces units conduct foreign internal defense missions to

support friendly governments. Conventional forces can be located within

,..t f.rtendly count-ry wIere the foueign inter-n-al defense mission is taking

place. Or, the friendly country may border the hostile country but

contain no United States conventional forces. In other words, the i )reign

internal defense mission may take place in the rear operations or in the

deep operations areas, but not in the deep operations area where the
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enemy is located (if it was it would be an unconventional warfare @1
mission).

Not all of the foreign internal defense missions discussed above

are pertinent for this analysis. There are two foreign internal defense

missions that are important. They are training assistance and rear

operations. To be compatible these two foreign internal defense missions

must contribute and support offensive and defensive operations. They

must do this in the deep and rear operations areas. Deep operations

form the initial point of analytical departure.

A country that Is hostile to the United States will rarely be

surrounded by countries friendly to its cause. The operational

commander can exploit a situation if the enemy commander can be

forced to orient his forces in more than one direction. Here, the Special

Forces trainIng assistance mission can help the operational commander. * *
This training assistance mission, with the support of the host nation

government, can exert pressure, or the threat of pressure, on the enemy

commander. This pressure will force him to commit forces not only

against the conventional United States forces but also against the forces

of the host nation that Special Forces is supporting.

As stated above, one of the purposes of deep operations is to

-•'dert en....y forces-'L, frm -he friendly main effort, The host nation forces,

with Special Forces support, can certainly accomplish this. If the host

nation decides to attack the hostile country, such action could also

destroy, interrupt. and divert even more of the enemy forces.

The r-ear operations iaission has a more direct correlation with

offensive and defensive missions. The Special Forces rear operations
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mission assists foreign combat forces in conducting offensive rear

operations. Thc3e operations can be conducted whether the conventional

forces are performing offensive or defensive operations. The purpose of

rear operations is to destroy enemy insurgent and special operations

forces in the friendly rear. Successful rear operations facilitate the flow

of logistics to conventional forces and preclude the friendly need to divert m

conventional forces to rear operations protection. This mission, then,

supports and contributes to rear operations in the offense and defense.

Whis analysis has shown that the Special Forces foreign internal S

defense mission is compatible with Army Operations doctrine. This

mission specifically supports and contributes to deep and rear operations

during the offense and defense. •

Dlrect Action

Direct action missions are "combat operations conducted beyond * .
the range of tactical weapons systems or the area of Lnifluence of

conventional military forces.' 58 Special Forces teams in direct action

missions can use direct assaults, raids, ambushes, sniping, or subtle

forms of attack such as clandestine sabotage. These teams can also

emplace mines or other munitions, as well as provide terminal guidance

for precision guided munitions. The aims of direct action operations arc

to attack critical target-% or target ...w-tem.• M intprdlrt erititicl Ini€c nf

communications, or to capture. rescue or recover designated personnel

or materiel.
S

Special Forces conducts direct action missions in four modes.

The first mode is with pure Special Forces teams. The second is with a

mix of Special Forces, other Special Operations Forces, and/or
1110
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cor. ventional forces, The third mode is with Special-Forces led foreign

teams, and the fourth is with Special Forces trained and directed foreign

teams. The mission determines the size of the team, the mode, and the

type .f actien performed.5 9

Unconventional warfare and direct action are interrelated,

especially when the third or fourth modes are employed. Unconventional

warfare and direct action are differentiated by three criteria. These are

* DA operations are controlled and directed by a SOF chain of
command, not by an indigenous resistance organization with
SOF advice and assistance.
* DA operations do not depend on the popular support of the
indigenous population,
• DA operations are short-term, with specific and well-defined
objectives. 60

Analysis

Direct action missions, by being conducted beyond the range ofYO .
tactical weapons systems, take place in the deep operations area. Their

purposes are to attack critical targets, to interdict critical lines of

communication, to capture designated personnel, and to rescue friendly

personnel, among others. These missions are conducted irrespective of

whether conventional forces are engaged in offensive or defensive

operations.

A direct action mission can be conducted in th,' dlnce opprqtunnP

area, but the fluidity of close operations and the detailed planning

requirements of a direct action mission make Special Forces units

unsuitable for close operations. The employment of Special Forces teams

in close operations must be weighed very carefully against the need to

attack the target and the ability of conventional forces to accomplish the

mission.
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Deep operations are conducted to destroy, delay, disrupt, and

divert the enemy's combat power. Deep attacks are also aimed at his

command and control and logistics capabilities. 0

The missions conducted in direct action operations directly 4

support the purposes of deep operations. Direct action missions are

designed to destroy, delay, and disrupt the ability of the enemy force to •

influence close operations. Direct action missions also divert enemy

forces from close operations by making the enemy commander use these

forces to protect his rear operations area and to counteract the direct 9

action missions.

Therefore, direct action can support and contribute to both

offensive and defensive operations. This support and contribution is •

almost always conducted in the deep operations area but may, after very

careful consideration, be conducted in the close operations area.

Special Reconnaissance

Special reconnaissance missions include a "broad range of

intelligence collection activities, to include reconnaissance, surveillance,

and target acquisition. "6 1 Special reconnaissance operations are

normally conducted beyond the range of tactical collection systems and

can be conducted in peace, conflict, or war at all levels of war. S

There are two special reconnaissanne mlssInn. that nr'

important here. They are battlefield reconnaissance and surveillance

and target acquisition. These missions are normally conducted beyond

the range of conventional fire support and sustainment capabilities.

There are other special reconnaissance missions, but they are extraneous

to this discussion.
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Like direct action, special reconnaissance intelligence collection 0
can appear similar to the intelligence collection in unconventional 0

warfare, especially if the mission is of long duration. Special

reconnaissance, like direct action, and unlike unconventional warfare, is

controlled and directed by a Special Operations Force chain of command a

and is generally ,nilateral in nature. A special reconnaissance mission

will emphasize United States, or alliance, intelligence requirements, not

the intelligence requirements of an indigenous resistance organization.

Analysis

Special reconnaissance missions are similar to direct action

missions except that during special reconnaissance the target is not

directly attacked. Special reconnaissance missions support the

intelligence function in the synchronization of combat power. Special

reconnaissance missions support the operatjonal commander by 0 0

providing intelligence to facilitate coordination of deep and close

operations.

Special reconnaissance missions may include a target attack

phase, but the Special Forces teams do not themselves attack the target.

The teams conduct target acquisition and identification for precision

guided munitions in these operations. Additionally, special

reconnaissance missions can be performed in the close operations area,

but, like direct action missions, the decision must be carefully thought

out.

Special reconnaissance missions are conducted irrespective of

whether the conventional forces are on the offense or defense. Special
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reconnaissance missions contribute to the offense and defense in the

deep operations area.

Unlike direct action missions the special reconnaissance mission S

does not directly support the purposes of deep operations. Special ,4

reconnaissance missions do however, provide the commander the

intelligence so he can destroy, disrupt. and delay the enemy. •

Special recorinaissance and direct action missions are generally

conducted to support operational and strategic level objectives. Thus.

such missions support the tactical commander only indirectly. They can

directly support the tactical commander's plan if the target is in the

tactical commander's deep operations area or if, during the offense, the

conventional forces attack successfully and approach the special •

reconnaissance target area.

This analysis has shown that special reconnaissance missions

support and contribute to the success of both offensive and defensive S 0

operations. They contribute to these missions primarily in the deep

operations area and generally at the operational and strategic level.

S

Conclusion

This chapter has shown that the foundations of Special Forces

doctrine and Army Operations doctrine are consistent and unified, and

thus compatible. This chapter has also shown that the four Special

Forces missions of unconventional warfare, foreign internal defense,

direct action, and special reconnaissance are compatible with the offense
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and defense as described in Army Operations. Analysis has further

shown that Special Forces missions support operational and tactical

commanders in deep operations mainly, while Special Forces can also

contribute in close and rear operations.
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CHAP1TER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The foregoing chapters of this thesis have addressed the

rescarch question, the research rational, pertinent literature, and

analysis of appropriate aspects of Special Forces docu-lne and Army

Operations doctrine. This chapter answers the research question. This

chapter also answers the secondary questions associated with the thesis

topic mentioned in chapter one and finally, offers recommendations for

FM 31-20 and for further study.

* .
Reseaxrch Question

Is current Special Forces doctrine compatible with the future

doctrine of Army Opeý ations? Yes. Chapter four showed that the

foundations of Special Forces doctrine and Army Operations doctrine are

compatible, as well as the four Special Forces missions and the offensive

and defensive missions described in Army Operations.

The foundations of Special Forces doctrine are based on the

principles of war and the Special Operations imperatives, while the

foundations of Army Operations doctrine are based on the principles of S

war. the principles of .,perations other than war. and the tenets.

Although the two foundations appear different, chapter four showed that

1
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the Special Operations imperatives are almost identical to the principles

of operations other than war. (• )

The tenets of Army Operations doctrine are identical to the

tenets of AirLand Battle doctrine, except that Army Operations added the

fifth tenet of versatility. Chapter four showed that Special Forces units

meet the tenet of versatility. However, FM 31-20 does not discuss the

tenets. Published after the '86 FM 100-5, FM 31-20 should have

addressed these tenets in chapter one, when it reviewed AirLand Battle

dcctrine. This chapter later makes recommendations to correct this.

The four missions of Special Forces support and contribute to

the offense and defense. The Special Forces missions support them

equally, irrespective of whether the conventional forces are on the offense

or defense. This support is accomplished mainly in the deep operations

area. • *
Unconventional warfare supports the conventional forces in deep

operations by destroying, disrupting, and delaying the opposing forces in

their own rear areas. This ,s accomplished by attacking enemy lines of

communication, industrial bases, logistics areas, and enemy forces

directly, among others. Unconventional warfare can support close

operations but generally only after link-up vith conventional forces.

Foreign internal defense missions also support conventional

forces in the deep operations area but can support conventional forces in

rear operations. Foreign internal defense missions in deep operations

wWll take place in a friendly country that supports the United States and

opposes the hostile force. These missions contribute to deep operations

by causing the enemy to divert forces toward the friendly country and
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away from conventional United States forces. The friendly country's

forces that the foreign internal defense mission supports could also
(=.)

destroy, disrupt, and delay enemy forces, as well as diverting them, if the

friendly country actually attacks the hostile country, Foreign internal

defense missions can also support rear operations by supporting host

nation forces that are protecting the rear operations area.

Direct actions and special reconnaissance missions support

conventional forces by targeting strategic and operational targets in the

deep operations area. Direct action missions actually attack the target,

while special reconnaissance missions provide intelligence on the target.

Special reconnaissance missions can also receive target acquisition

equipment to designate targets for precision guided munitions, but the

teams do not attack the target,

Secondary Questions

Chapter one introduced several secondary questions as

supplements to the primary research question. These secondary

questions can now be answered or have already been answered in the

process of answering the research question.

Has the Army's keystone doctrine changed significantly from

AirLand Battle doctrine to Army Operations doctrine? The literature
S

review provided U-n' s answer; No.

The '86 FM 100-5 was based on a European forward deployed

Army that was designed to fight in Europe. The final draft FM 100-5
S

reflects the changes that have taken plat In the world and in the Army.

The final draft acknowledges the reduction of this threat, the reduction of

the Army, and the positioning of the majority of the Army in the United
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States. These realities are reflected in the force projection and operations

other than war chapters, as well as in the emphasis on joint and 0

combined operations. Chapter four has also shown that the foundations

of Special Forces doctrine are even "more" in line with the foundations of

Army Operations than they are with the foundations of AirLand Battle. B

Are all of the missions of Special Forces compatible with Army

Operations? Chapter four clearly showed that the answer is yes.

If all of the missions of Special Forces are not compatible, what 0

must be done to correct the problem? The answer to this question would

have been very important if one or all of the missions were not

compatible. All of the missions are compatible so the question does not •

need to be answered.

Does anything need to be done if Special Forces doctrine is

compatible with Army Operations? The answer is yes. Pertinent * *
recommendations are covered next.

RecommCendations

Several changes have occurred since the publication of FM 31-

20. It is not the intent of this thesis to list all of the changes necessary

in a review of FM 31-20. Below is a partial list of recommendations, with

the understanding that this thesis focuses on doctrine, not on the

organization, tactics, techniques, and procedures of Special Forces.

1. Special Forces doctrine, and thus FM 31-20, needs to include

the tenets of Army Operations. The tenets, like the principles cf war,

should be discussed as they relate to Special Forces doctrine. The

current FM 31-20 did a very good job of relating the principles of war to

Special Forces operations. The same should be done for the tenets.
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2. The next FM 31-20 and the next FM 100-25 need to contain

the principles of operations other than war. As shown in chapter four,

the Special Operations imperatives are similar to these principles.
.4

Writers of the next FM 31-20 have several options regarding the

principles and imperatives. The first option is to keep the imperatives

and show how they relate to the principles. The second option is to

delete the imperatives that relate to the principles, use the principles as a

foundation for Special Forces doctrine, and -keep the imperatives that are

not related to the principles. The third option is to delete the imperatives

altogether and adopt the principles as a foundation for Special Forces

doctrine. If the principles of operations other than war are adopted as a

foundation, how they relate to Special Forces doctrine should be

included, in a manner similar to the discussion of the principles of war.

3. An updated and expanded chapter two, 'Threats to Special
* 0

Forces Operations," should be written into the next FM 31-20.

Relat1onship to Previous Studies.

This study is the first to highlight the issue of compatibility S

between Special Forces doctrine and Army Operations doctrine. Major

Glenn Harned's 1985 MMAS thesis, Army Special Operations Forces and

AirLand BaAtt, fulfilled a similar purpose with regard to AirLand Battle

and Special Operations Forces. Many studies have followed Major

Harned's, including this one, in relating Special Forces and Special

Operations Forces as a whole to the Army's doctrine. It is hoped that

this thesis can form a similar point of departure for further study

regarding Special Operationis Forces and Army Operations.
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Suggestions for Further Researchi

Several related topics of concern surfaced during the course of

this study. They are beyond the scope of this study but merit further

attention. The related questions and concerns are:

1. A study should be conducted to determine the compatibility

between Army Operations and Joint Special Operations Force doctrines.

2. Is combat search and rescue an appropriate mission for

Special Forces? If it is, what training, equipment, manpower, and other

resources does Special Forces need to accomplish this, while still

conducting any or all of the other missions.

3. Is counterterrorism an appropriate mission for Special Forces

or should it be dropped as a mission?

4. Does FM 100-20, Military Operations in Low Intensity

C.£Qnh3!j, still have a purpose? Should it be changed to read, Military

Operations in Operations Other Than .Wr, or something similar to reflect

new terminology?

Conclusion

The United States Army must maintain a credible military force

to provide a deterrence, and if that fails, to win the land war in support of

a unified or specified commander's campaign plan. To be credible the

An-y must have a mix of heavy, light, and Special Operations Forces.

These forces must also be capable of working together. How they

w.ork tnongher is determined by doctrine. Doctrines must be mutually

suppr i ttng and compatible. This study has shown that Special Forces

adilr••my Operations doctrines are mutually supporting and compatible.
I
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